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Minnesota State Normal School Board 
ELL TORRANCE, President Minneapolis 
Term expires 1919 
CARL G. SCHULZ, State Superintendent of Education, Secretary St. Paul 
Ex-Officio 
STEPHEN H. SOMSEN, Residettt Director Winona 
Term expires 1921 
JOHN C. WISE, Resident Director - Mankato 
Term expires 1921 
CLARENCE L. ATWOOD, Resident Director - St. Cloud 
Term expires 1921 
LESLIE WELTER, Resident Director Moorhead 
Term expires 1919 
J. L. WASHBURN, Resident Director Duluth 
Term expires 1921 
ARTHUR P. WHITE, Resident Director Bemidji 
Term expires 1919 
EDWIN J. JONES Morris 
Term expires 1919 
Calendar for 1918-1919. 
Summer Term. 
Term begins .. .. ....... ....... ... ....... .. ......... Monday, June 17, 1.918 
Term ends ........ .. ........ .... .......... .... .... ... . Friday, July 26, 1918 
Fall Term. 
Term beg ins ... . . . ......... .. ..... ............. T uesday, September 3, 1918 
Term ends ......... . . ..... .. ............... Wednesday, November 27, 1918 
Winter Term. 
Term begins ... .. ... . ... .... . . .... .. . .. ......... Tuesday, December 3, 1918 
Christmas vacation begins ...... ... . ...... ... .. ... Friday, December 20, 1918 
School work resumed .. . ..... . ............... . .. . Tuesday, January 7, 1919 
Term ends .. ... .. ............................. , ...... Friday, March 7, 1919 
Spring Term. 
Term begins .... ... .. ... ...... .. ; . ... . . . .. . ..... . . Monday, March 10, 1919 
Easter vacation begins .......................... ..... Friday, April 11, 1919 
School work resumed . ...... . ... .. . . ......... .. . . .. Tuesday, April 22, 1919 
Term ends ... . ..... . ....... . . . . ... .. ..... . ... ...... Thursday, June 5, 1919 
The Faculty 
JOSEPH CLIFTON BROWN ... .. .. . .... . . . . . .. .... .. . . .. .. . . .. President 
A. B. Hanover College; A. M., Teachers Collej!:e, Columbia Univ.; Graduate student, Univ. 
of Chicago and Columbia; Teacher in high schools and Superintendent of Schools, 
Indiana; Mathematics Department, Eastern Illinois State Normal School, Charleston; 
Supervisor of Mathematics, Horace Mann Schools, New York City; Teacher of Mathe· 
matics, Summer School, T eachers College; Director of Training School for Teachers, 
Univ. of Illinois. 
ISABELLE LA WREN CE .. . ............ ... .. .. Director, Training School 
Training: Graduate, Normal School, Oswego, New York. 
Experience: Grade Teacher, Portland1 Maine; Director of Training School, Oswego, New 
York; Assistant Superintendent at Schools, Yonkers, New York; Director of Training 
School, Whitewater, Wis. 
PETER MAGNUS MAGNUSSON .... .. . ... Psychology and Social Science 
Training : A. B., Gustayus Adolphw; College; Graduate S,tudent, Johns Hopkins U niver-
sity ; Pb. D., Uhiv: of Minn.; LL. B. and LL. M.; University of Minnesota. 
Experience: Rural scho ols of Minnesota; Principal St. Ansgars Academy; Assistant, 
Gustavus Adolphus College; Psychology and Methods, Normal School, Mayville, N. D. ; 
President of Minnesota College, Minneapolis; Normal School, St. Cloud, 1894-
ELSPA M. DOPP ........... . ... · . . .... · ............. .. .......... Literature 
Training:: Normal School, Oshkosh, Wi s. ; M. L., Univ. of Mich.; Graduate Student, Univ. 
of Chicago. 
Experience: Rural Schools of Wisconsin; T eacher in High School, New Lisbon, Prairie 
du Chien, and Manitowoc, Wis. ; Normal School, St. Cloud, 1896-
BEULAH DOUGLAS .... .... . .......... . .. Supervisor in Training School 
Training: Graduate, Milwaukee Kindergarten Trainin_g School; Student,. Univ of Minn., 
and Univ. of Chicago; Bryson Scholar, T eachers College, Columbia univ. 
Experience : Kindergarten Director, Milwaukee; Primary Teacher, Minneapqlis; Principal 
of l\1ilwaukee Vacation School ; Instructor, summer session, Univ. of Minn.; Normal 
School, St. Cloud, 1902-
G EO RG E H . LYNCH . . ....... . ..... ... .. .. . ......... . P hysical Education 
Training: Graduate, Normal Schoo!,' St. Cloud; Student, Harvard Summer School. 
Experience: Normal School, St. Cloud, 1903-
PAPE L. QUAYLE .. .... .. ... ......... . . . ....... Psychology and Grammar 
Training : A. B., Winchester College; Graduate Student, Univ. of M issouri, Univ. of 
Chicago, and Univ. of California. 
Experience: Grade T eache r, Moberly, Wis. ; Department of English, Normal School, 
Warrensburg, Mo.; Normal School, St. Cloud, 1903-
A LBERTI NA C. ANDERSON .. ..... ... .... . Supervisor in Training School 
Training: Graduat~, Normal School, St. Cloud; Student, Univ. of Minn., and T eachers 
College, Columbia Univ. 
Experience: Teacher and Grade Principal, St. Cloud, Minn.; Nonna! School, St. Cloud, 
1905-
J ULIA E . BOOTH ...... .. .. . . .. ..... . .... . .......... . . ... .... . . Literature 
Training: Certificate in English, Radcliffe College, Cambridge; Graduate, Emerson College 
of Oratory, Boston; Special Student, National Dramatic Conservatory, New York City; 
B. S., Teachers College, Columbia Univ. ; Graduate Student, Columbia University. 
Experience: Teacher and Principal of High School, Marshall, Minn.; Normal School, St. 
Cloud, 1905-
KA TE KENELY .. ...... . .. . ......... ... ... . ............... . Mathematics 
TraitJ~f~. 
0
~r~i?:;;:• Normal School, St. Cloud; Student, Leland Stanford Univ., and 
Experience : Teacher in Rural Schools of Minnesota; Public Schools of North St. Paul, 
Glencoe, and Crookston, Minn. ; Normal School, St. Cloud, 1905-
BLANCHE E. ATKINS .. .. . . ... . ...... .. ... P rimary and General Methods 
Train in~: Graduate, Normal School, St. Cloud; Student, Univ. of Minn. ; Ph. B., Hamline 
Umv.; Student, Teachers College, Columbia Univ. 
Experience: Teacher in Grades and Vacation Schools, Minneapolis ; I nstructor, Univ. of 
Minn.; Normal School, St. Cloud, 1906-
EV ALIN PRIBBLE ... . ..... .. .... ......... ... . . . ..... .. . ... ... Grammar 
Training : Graduate, Normal School, Winona; B. S., Teachers College, Columbia Univ. 
Experience: Grade Schools of Sauk Centre and Anoka, Minn. ; Normal School, St. Cloud, 
1906-
LEONARD A. WILLIAMS ........ . . . .... .... .. .......... . Industrial Arts 
Training : Student, New York Univ.; ~Student, New York School of Fine and Applied 
Arts. 
Experience: Draftsman and Designer, Dixon, Ill . ; Experimental Department Machinist 
and Shon Foreman, Dixon, Ill.; Director of Manual Arts, Dixon, Ill .; Normal School, 
St. Cloud, 1907-
• CARRIE E. MINICH ........ .... . .... ... . ............... Art and Drawing 
Training: Art Institute, Chicago; Academy of Fine Arts and Prang School, Chicago; 
Special Student, Design Art Institute, Chicago; Applied Arts School, New York City; 
Student, Univ. of Chicago. 
Experience: Studio Teaching, Paola, Kans.; Supervisor of Drawing, Brainerd, Minn., and 
Billings, Mont.; Normal School, St. Cloud, 1908-
MYRTL E TALBOT OLIVER ..... . -.... -.. ............. . History and Civics 
Training: Graduate, Normal School, Mankato; A. B., Univ. of Minn.; Graduate Student, 
Teachers College, Columbia Univ. 
Experience : Teacher, Rural Schools of Minn . ; Grade Schools, Garden City, Mankato, and 
Minneapolis, Minn., and Miles City, Mont.; Normal School, St. Cloud, 1908-
DARIUS STEW ARD ................................ Reading and History 
Training: A. Il., Dartmouth College. 
Experience: Rural Schools of New England and Minnesota; Grade Principal, Garden City, 
Mankato, and St. Charles, Minn.; Supt. of Schools, Rochester, Minn., Fargo, N. D., 
and Stillwater, Minn.; Normal School, St. Cloud, 1908-
* ANNE ELIZABETH SMITH .... . ... ........ .. ... ... .. . Home Economics 
Training : Graduate, Lewis Institute, Chicago, Ill.; Student, Graduate School of Home 
Economics, Lansing, Mich., and Teachers College, New York City. 
Experience: Teacher, Chicago Commons, Chicago, Ill.; Lewis Institute, Night School ; 
Normal School, St. Cloud, 1909-
CA RRI E BARDEN ... . . .... .. . . ............... . Compositions anci Themes 
Training: A. B., Upper Iowa Univ.; A. M., Univ. of Michigan. 
Experience: Principal, High School, Waukon, Iowa; English Department, Oshkosh Normal 
School; Normal School, St. Cloud, 1910-
CHARLOTTE M. KNUDSON ............ . ...... Rural School Department 
Training: Graduate, Normal School, St. Cloud; Student, Univ. of Minn. , and Univ. of 
Chicago. 
Experience: Rural Schools of Minn.; Grade Teacher, Pelican Rapids; Teacher and Grade 
Principal, St. Cloud, Minn.; County Superintendent, Otter Tail County, Minn. ; In-
structor, summer session, Univ. of Minnesota Farm School; Normal School, St. Cloud, 
1912- · 
EDNA G. GLEASON ...... ... . ..... ....... . ... ......... . Home Economics 
Training: Lewis Institute, Chicago; Student, Teachers _College, Columbia Univ. 
Experience: Associate in Domestic Science, Lewis Institute; Hull House, Chicago; Bo-
hemian Settlement, Chicago; N'ormal School, St. , Cloud, 1913-
FRANCES V. MOSFORD .... .... . .. .. . ..... Supervisor in Training School 
Training: Graduate, Normal School, St. Cloud; Student, Univ. of Minn. 
Experience: Teacher and Grade School Principal, Alexandria and Bemidji, Minn.; Normal 
School, St. Cloud, 1913-
STE LLA R. ROOT . ..... ... ................... . ............. .. . ... Music 
Training: Ph. B., and Ph. N. , Hillsdale College, Michigan; Diploma, American Institute 
of Normal Methods in Music, Evanston, Ill. 
Experience: Supervisor of Music, Jackson, Mich., Springfield and Peoria, Ill.; Director 
of Music, School of Education, Univ. of Chicago; Normal School, St. Cloud, 1913-
*KATE VAN CLEVE ................ . ............... Primary Handwork 
Training: Graduate, Michigan Normal Colleie, Ypsilanti; Pratt Institute, Brooklyn, N. Y. 
Experience: Supervisor of Drawing, Wicomico County, Md.; Teacher of Drawing, Front 
Royal College, Va.; Drawing and Manual Training, Denton, Md.; Drawing, Michigan 
Normal College, Ypsilanti; Normal School, St. Cloud, 1913-
*CLIFFORD BEMIS ............... . ........................ Mathematics 
Training: Graduate, Normal School, St. Cloud; Student, Univ. of Minn. 
Experience: Principal, Grade School, Jasper and Ashley, Minn.; Normal School, St. Cloud, 
1914-
MARION T. COLLINS ..................... Supervisor in Training School 
Training: Graduate, Normal School, St. Cloud. 
Experience: Grade Teacher, Hamilton, Mont.; Normal School, St. Cloud, 1915-
OREN E. FRAZEE .......... . . . .... ......... ...... Biology and Agriculture 
Training: Graduate, Indiana State Normal School; A. B., and A. M ., Indiana Univ. 
Experience : Assistant in Physiology, Indiana State Normal School; Assistant in Embryol• 
oi:rv and Histoloi,:y, Indiana Biological Station; High Schools of Indiana and Illinois; 
Normal School, l;t. Cloud, 1915-
H ELEN HILL .... . .. . ......................... . Child Study and Reading 
Training: Graduate, Normal School, St. Cloud; A. B., Univ. of Minn.; Graduate Student, 
Teachers College, Columbia Univ.; English, St. Cloud High School; Normal Echool, St. 
Cloud, 1915-
KARL ADAMS .............. . . . ..... .. . ..... .. ... . Physics and Chemistry 
Training : B. S., Ohio Univ. 
Experience: Science Department, Moline, Ill.; Normal School, St. Cloud, 1916-
* Leave of absence, 1917-1918. 
CHARLOTTE BRECHT ...... . . .. . . .. ... .. . Supervisor in Training School 
Training: Student, Coe ColJege Conservatory, Cedar Rapids, Iowa; Graduate, American 
Institute of Normal Music Methods, Evanston, Ill.; Student, School of Music, North-
western Univ., Evanston, Ill. 
Experience: Teacher in Grades, Cedar Rapids, Iowa; Assistant Supervisor of l\1usic, 
Cedar Rapids, Iowa; Normal School, St. Cloud, 1916-
MARGARET T. PARKER . . . . ........ . .. . ... ................. . Geography 
Training: B. S., Univ. of Chicago. 
Experience: Grade Schools, Roches ter, III. ; Normal School, St. Cloud, 1916-
LILLJ AN WHITE .............. ... . . ....... Supervisor in Training School 
Training: Graduate, Normal School, Trenton, New Jersey; B. S ., and Special Diploma in 
Teaching, Teachers College, Columbia Univ. 
Experience: Teacher and Vice-Principal, Kearny, New Jersey; Departmental Teacher, 
New York City; Normal School, St. Cloud, 1916. 
ROBERT W . HYNDMAN ... . .... . ........ . .... .. ........... Mathematics 
Training: A. B., Indiana State Normal School. Graduate Student, Teachers College, 
Columbia University. 
Experience: Principal, High School, Odon, Ind.; Mathematics, Franklin School, New York 
City; Indiana State Normal School; Normal School, St. Cloud, 1917-
JULIA M. MANSFIELD ... . . . ............ . ..... . ... ... ...... Penmanship 
Training : B. A., Gem City Business College, Quincy, I ll.; Graduate, Palmer School of 
Penmanship, Cedar Rapids, Ia. 
Experience: Supervisor of Penmanship, North Platte, Neb.; Critic Teacher, Palmer School, 
Cedar Rapids, Ia.; Normal School, St. Cloud, 1917-
RUSSELL G. BOOTH . . ............. . ... . ...... .... ...... ..... . .. History 
Training: A. B., Illinois Wesleyan University; A. M., Columbia University. 
Experience: Normal School, St. Cloud, 1917- · 
HELEN E. McGEE . ........... ! . ... .. . . ... .......... .. Physical Education 
Training: Graduate, and Post-Graduate Department of Physical Education, Iowa State 
Teachers' Coll ege; Student, University of Minnesota. 
Experience: Physical Director of Y. vV. C. A., Sioux City, Iowa; Normal School, St. 
Cloud, 1917. 
SUSAN L. BYRNE .. .. ...... ... ...................... . Primary Handwork 
Training: Graduate, Normal College, Ypsilanti, Mich. ; B. S ., Teachers Coll ege, Columbia 
University; Student, State School of Ceramics, Alfred, N. Y. 
Experience: Teacher of Manual Training, Charlotte, Mich.; Manual Training and Crafts, 
State Normal College, Ypsilanti, Mich.; Art and Handwork, Montclair, N. J .; Assistant, 
Industrial Arts Department, H orace Mann School; Normal School, St. Cloud, 1917-
FANNY M. JODOI N ................ .. .. . .. Supervisor in Training School 
Training: Graduate, Normal School, St . Cloud; Student, University of M innesota. 
Experience: Rural Schools of Minnesota; Grade Teacher, Crookston, Minn.; Principal 
and Teacher, Public Schools, St . Cloud; High School Normal Training Teacher, 
Little Falls, Minn.; St. Cloud Normal School, 1917-
VIRGINIA WILCUTS .... .. ..... .. . ........ Supervisor in Training School 
Training: Duluth Normal School; American Institute of Normal Methods in Music and 
Drawing; Ypsilanti Normal College. 
Experience : Gracie Teacher, Holyoke, Minn.; Duluth, Minn.; State Normal School , St. 
Cloud, 1917-
BERNICE REPLOGLE ... .... . ... .... .... .. . Geography and Physiography 
Trainin~: Graduate, B. Pd., A. B., Michilj'an State 1'formal College, Ypsilanti; Student, 
Univ. of Chicago; A. M., Columbia U niversity. 
E xperience: High School, St. Clair, Mich., and Waukegan, Ill.; Normal School, Mont-
clair, New Jersey; Normal School, St. Cloud, 1917-
ETHEL G. GRAVES ............... . . . .. . ... Geography and Physiography 
T rainin~: Graduate, Normal &hool, St. Cloud; A. B., University of Minnesota; Student, 
U mversity of Chicago. 
Experience: Rural Schools of Minn. ; Grade Schools, Warren, Minn.; Teacher in High 
School, Sauk Centre, Minn.; Supervising Principal, Two Harbors, Minn.; Normal 
School, St. Cloud, 1918-
ADDITIONAL TEACHERS, SUMMER TERM, 1917 
W . C. Cobb, Superintendent of Schools, Brainerd, Minn. 
F. W . Dobbyn, Superintendent of Schools, Little Falls, Minn. 
C. E. H uff, Teacher in West High School, Minneapolis, Minn. 
Frances Kelley, Department of English. University of Minnesota. 
C. H. Maxson, ,Superintendent of Schools, St. Cloud, Minn. 
Blancht> Randall, Ypsilanti Normal College, Ypsilanti, Mich. 
J ohn Shoemaker, Superintendent of Schools, Ada, Minn. 
Katherine \ Vilson, Department of English, Kansas City, Mo. 
Standing Committees of the Faculty 
Entertainment 
Miss Booth, Miss Root, Miss Pribble, Mr. Frazee. 
Athletics 
Mr. Lynch, Miss McGee, Miss Anderson, Mr. Adams, Mr. Hyndman. 
Recreation and Social Life 
Miss Minich, Miss McGee, Miss Douglas, Miss Collins, Miss Booth, Miss 
Hill , Miss Oliver, Mr. Magnusson. 
Student Welfare 
Miss Dopp, Miss Barden, Miss Knudson, Miss Oliver, Mrs. Burns, Miss 
Ready, Mr. Steward. 
Literary Societies 
Miss Dopp and Mr. Magnusson . 
Sch9ol Publications 
Miss Barden, Mr. Williams, Mr. Hyndman. 
10 STATE NORMAL SCHOOL 
The Establishment and Organization 
of the School 
The welfare of the country demands that the schools be kept in opera-
tion during the war and that the standards of education be not lowered. 
Social and economic conditions brought about by the war have greatly re-
duced the supply of well trained teachers. The shortage of teachers offers 
unusual opportunity to those who can prepare to teach. Salaries of trained 
teachers are increasing rapidly and the demand for graduates far exceeds the 
supply. 
The State Normal School at St. Cloud was opened in 1869, being the third 
Normal School established in the state. The school is maintained for the pur-
pose of preparing teachers for the public schools of the state. Since the 
school is training teachers, it is essentially a vocational and a professional 
school. . ,. , . , . . . 
The school offers a two-year course for those who have graduated from a 
four-year high school. A three-year course is also offered for high school 
graduates. The purpose of the three-year course is to prepare students for 
departmental and junior high school positions and to prepaFe special teachers 
of home economics, industrial arts, and music. Graduates of this course are 
given the Special Diploma. 
A five-year course is offered for those who have completed only the work 
of the eighth grade of the elementary schools. 
The T,raining School 
A good Normal School must have adequate training school facilities. 
Those who are to become teachers should have ample practice in teaching 
under normal, average s·chool conditions. The training school at St. Cloud, 
supplemented by the elementary grades of the public schools of the city, 
furnishes adequate facility for practice teaching. The training school consists 
of eight grades in addition to the kindergarten. It is essentially a pedagogical 
laboratory in which the methods of instruction and the pedagogical theories 
taught in the Normal School are applied. The students observe well trained 
teachers at work and they develop their craftsmanship in teaching by actual 
experience in teaching under normal conditions. 
Entrance Requirements 
Two-Year Course 
Graduates of approved high schools are admitted to this course without 
examination upon presentation of their diplomas and certified standings. 
Preferred High School Work 
The following named high school subjects are urged as prerequisites for 
successful work in the Normal School on the part of high school graduates: 
English, 3 years; biolo gy (botany or zoology, and physiology), 1 year; physi-
cal science (physics or chemistry) , 1 year; history (modern or ancient) , 1 
year. lfl addition, certain other preliminary subjects are strongly recom-
mended, in the order of preference, as follows: United States history and 
civics, 1 year ; algebra, 1 year ; geometry, 1 year; language (modern or an-
cient), 2 years; physiography, ½ year; drawing, ½ year; vocal music, 1 year; 
industrial subjects, 1 year; penmanship ability of 70, Ayres, or of 14, Thorn-
dike scale. 
S T. C L 0 U D, M INN E S 0 TA 11 
Graduates of High School Training Departments 
High school graduates who have taken the High School Normal Training 
Course, as post-graduate work (i. e. as a fifth high s-chool year), may receive 
eight credits on the advanced cou rse. In all cases the subjects for which 
credits may be substituted shall be determined by the President. 
No advanced credit is g iven in any of the Normal Schools of the state 
when the year in the training course is a pa t of the four-year high school 
course. 
On the two-year course, no standings are credited from first grade certi-
ficates or for any under-graduate work in high schools. Credits for regular 
college and university work are accepted if they apply on the course. 
College graduates receive twelve units of advanced credit on the two-year 
course. 
A minimum of one year's residence is required for graduation. 
Three-Year Course 
Requirements for admission to the three-year course are the same as 
those for the two-year course. 
Five-Year Course 
Students who have second grade certificates or credits admitting to a n 
approved high school course or the equivalent will be admitted to the five-
year course. vVhile graduates of the eighth grade may be admitted, such 
admissions will be limited to those whose records and maturity indicate the 
ability to carry the work. Applicants for admission to the five-year course 
who do not have the necessary credentials will be required to take examina-
tions in arithmetic, grammar, geography, and United States history. It is 
expected that all candidates for examination have a thorough knowledge of 
the subjects as presented in the leading modern text-books. 
Standings from high schools wi ll be accepted on the five-year course 
provided the subjects are not professional subjects. 
A first grade certificate valid at the time of presentation, entitles its 
holder to twelve credits on the five years' course; provided (1) that the sub-
jects to be credited shall be designated by the President, and (2) that the 
average of the certificate is not less than 75 per cent and that subjects in 
which the standings are less than 75 per cent are not credited, th·e number 
of -credits allowed be proportionally reduced. 
Admission to the University of Minnesota 
Graduates of the five-year course are admitted without examination to the 
sophomore year of the State University, and those who complete the two-
year course for high school graduates are admitted to the junior year of the 
College of Education and can complete the course for the degree of Bache-
lor of Arts in Education in two years. 
Diplomas and Certificates 
Advanced Diploma. The advanced diploma of the Normal School legally 
qualifies its holder for the following positions in Minnesota: 
1. The pos-ition of grade teacher in elementary departments of state 
high schools, or in g raded or consolidated schools. 
2. The position of graded school principal. provided a six weeks' course 
for g raded school principals is taken in the school of agriculture during the 
summer. 
13 STATE NORMAL SCHOOL 
Special Diplomas. ·Graduates of the advanced course who complete an 
additional year of study receive the Special Diploma in Elementary Educa-
tion. 
Such students will be certified to teach in ninth or tenth grades of graded 
schools or of junior high schools or as special teachers in graded and consoli-
dated schools. 
The following certificates entitle students to teach in rural schools: 
Second Grade Certificate. Tbis may be obtained by completing two years 
of the five-year course (24 units) . 
First Grade Certificate. This may be obtained by ·completing three years 
(36 units) of the five-year course or one year (12 units) of the two-year 
course. A special group of subjects is offered for those who wish to secure a 
first or a second grade certificate . 
First grade certificates are issued for two years and will be renewed for 
a period to be fixed by the State Superintendent, and on condition that the 
holder thereof shall have completed one term of additional work, such re-
newal to be made on the recommendation of the Normal School in which the 
student shall have done his work. 
Endorsement of Diplomas. Advanced diplomas issued to graduates of 
the State Normal Schools * * * shall be valid as first grade certificates 
for two years from their date, and at the expiration of two years of successful 
teaching experience such diplomas, endorsed by the President of the school 
g ranting them, and by the State S11perintendent, shall have the force of first 
grade certificates for life. 
Elementary diplomas heretofore g ranted by a State Normal School are 
valid as first grade certificates for a period of three years from their date, and 
are not renewable .: except that any holder of such an elementary diploma 
may have the force and effect thereof, as such first grade certificate, extended 
for a further period of five years . The method of endorsement is the same 
as stated above. 
Blanks for renewal will be sent to applicants upon request. The appli-
cant should make a complete report of teaching done since graduation, and 
should g ive the names and addresses of the supervising school authorities un-
der whose direction the work was <lone, and to whom blanks may be sent 
upon which to give testimonials as to the quality of the service rendered. 
\Vhen such testimonials have been received, if they are approved by the 
Board of Presidents · of Normal Schools, a certificate of indorsement will be 
sent to the applicant. A fee of one dollar is charged. 
General Information 
Students who are entering the school for the first time should bring with 
them credits, diplomas, and certificates from the Hig h School Board, state 
· teachers' certificates and all standings beyond the eighth g rade. The s-chool 
furnishes a blank on which such standings may be entered. These standings 
should be presented the first day of the term. 
Students will not be received after the beginning of a term except upon 
presentation of a satisfactory excuse. Students are not permitted to leave 
before the close of the term unless compelled to do · so by circumstances be-
yond their control. . 
The school offers a program of studies which meets the needs of students 
of varying preparation and experience, from the graduate of the eighth grade 
to the college graduate, and prepares teachers for both graded and ungraded 
schools, ran ging from the kindergarten throu gh the eighth grade,. and, under 
special conditions, for hi~h school work . , Ctirriculums for t~e. special !?repara-
tion of t eachers of drawmg, home economics, manual tramm g, music, rural 
education, and of supervisors and departmental teachers in certain subjects 
are maintained. 
ST. CLOUD, MINNESOTA 13 
General Sessions. There are five daily sessions of the school each week 
from 8:20 A. M. to 4 P. M. 
Evening study hours are observed, except on Friday and Saturday. 
This arran gement divides the day into two periods; that from 8:20 A. M. 
to 4:00 P. M., during which time the students are engaged principally in recita-
tions and library work, and that covered by the study hours in the evening. 
The strict observance of the latter period is of quite as much importance as 
the former. 
Library and Reading Room. A library of more than sixteen thousand 
volumes is open to the school. The standard reference books, dictionaries, 
encyclopaedias, and gazetteers furnish needed information upon subjects dis-
cussed in the classrooms. 
A library of modern text-books upon all topics is open to the students. 
The school has been designated as a depository of public documents, and 
now has on its shelves . over 3,000 volumes from the government printing 
office, many of them of g reat va lue. 
The read in g room contains a large number of the leading newspapers, 
magazin es, and educational periodica ls. · 
Children's Library. The Children's Library contains a large number of 
carefully se lected books. It also contains magazines and pictures for chil-
dren. 
Both reading room and lib rary are open daily to students. A trained 
librarian giv~s lessons in library science, and furnishe s valuable bulletins of 
children's books, a11d material on other topics of value to teachers. 
Student Organizations. There are five literary societies, four for young 
women and one for young men. These furnish opportunity for social and 
literary culture. 
There is a large organization connected with the Y. W. C. A. 
Glee clubs for young men and for young women are continued through-
out the year. 
An orchestra is maintained in connection with the music department. 
Opportunity wi ll be offered to join the orchestra early in th e year. 
It is th e custom of the school to produce a festival at the close of the 
year. J n May, 1918, a pat riot ic pageant w ill be g iven. This pageant wi ll 
symboli ze the contending forces in th e world war. More than one hundred 
students of the school will take part and the proceeds will be give n to some 
war organization. 
Where Students May Find Homes 
Dormitories. The schoo l has two excellent dormitories for young 
women, Lawrence Hall and Sl1oemaker Hall. These dormitories- are modern 
in every detail and they are both located on the campus on bluffs ove rlooking 
the Mississippi River. In these dormitories the young women may enjoy the 
influence of a cultured home. Every effort is made to care for the hea lth , 
comfort, and happiness of the young women. 
Each Aoor has baths, toilet rooms, and electric lights. There are laun-
dries in the basements with electric irons and separate tubs so that young 
women who desir e may do their own washing and ironing. Large living 
rooms are ava il able for social gatherin gs. 
Rooms in the dormitories contain two closets each. The rooms are sup-
plied with study table , chairs, rugs, two bedsteads, springs, mattresses, pil-
lows, bureau, window shades, pillow cases, sheets, blankets, comforts and 
spreads. Each student is requested to bring towels and a bureau cover. 
The price per week, including furnished room, li ght, heat, board, use of 
laundry, and a ll conveniences of the hall is now $4.25. The price per week 
is $5.00 if on ly one person occupies a room. Table board without room is 
now $3.75 per week. All bills for board and room must be paid in advance 
by the month. 
The social life of young women in the halls receives especial attention. 
There is opportunity for social service and helpfulne ss which is of the great-
est va lue to the yo un g teacher. 
Preference in choice of rooms will be given in the order of application. 
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Rooms are engaged by the term only. Students who wish to reserve rooms 
at either of the dormitories are urged to make reservations at as early a 
date as possible as the demand is large. Appli cation for rooms should be 
made to Miss Gertrude Cambell, Secretary. 
Board and Room in Private Homes 
Students who do not board and room at home are required to secure the 
approval of the President befor e engaging boarding and rooming places. 
Students will not be permitted to change their boarding or rooming 
places without permission from the President. 
Young men and women will not be permitted to room in the same house. 
This applies equall y where the house is occupied by more than one family. 
When a student engages a boarding or rooming place, it w ill be under-
stood that he is to remain in that p lace until the end of the term, unless a 
specific agreement to the contrary is made. 
Every means will be taken to secure suitable boarding places for stu-
dents. Only those boarding and rooming places w ill be on the approved list 
where the landlady is willing to assume charge of the students and to report 
absence from study hours and other infraction of school regulations. 
Expenses 
Tuition. F ree tuition 1s extended to students who take the fo llowing 
pledge: 
I declare that I will faithfully attend the St. Cloud State Normal School 
for the purpose of fitting myself to teach, and that I wi ll, upon ceas ing to be 
a student of the s·chool, teach in the public schools of Minnesota for two 
years unless excused (or time extended) by the President of the school ; in 
lieu of the fulfillment of this pledge by so teaching, and as compensation for 
the privileges of the school, I will pay cash t uition at the rate of ten do llars 
per term ; I will also r eport annually to the school until the fulfillment of this 
pledge. 
All tuition is payable by terms, strictly in advan ce, and no portion of the 
amoun t will be refunded. 
T ext-books are · owned by the school and are r ented to the students at 
$2 per term. Students wishing to buy their books can buy them at the whole-
sale prices. 
Board and room are now obtainable in private homes for from $4.25 to 
$4.75 a week. Board and room in the dorm itories are now provided at $4.25 
a week. 
Class Routine and Scholastic Requirements 
The subjects of the curriculum are given for five fifty-minute periods each 
week for twelve weeks. Sixty periods of a given subject supp lemented by 
an adequate amount of study outside of class, consti tute a unit of work. 
A scale of five divisions is u sed in grading the work of students and in 
recording the fina l standings. The grade A is used to indicate a quality of 
from 90 to 100 ; B, from 85 to 89; C, from 80 to 84; D, from 75 to 79; E, below 
75, or failure. 
Students who are found to be especiall y deficient in oral or written Eng-
lish or in spelling will be required to do special work in these subjects with-
out extra credit. The school will not recommend students who are deficient 
in these subjects and consequently the opportunity to correct such deficiencies 
should be regarded as a privi lege. 
Alumni Association . 
The school has a very act ive and loyal Alumni Association, the obj ect 
of which is to continue the fri endship of student days , to promote a proper 
relationship between the alumni and the students of th e school, and to ad-
vance the cause of education . The Association meets twice a year. The fall 
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meeting is held at the time of the State Teachers' Association and the spring 
meeting is held during comme ncement week. 
Athletics 
Competent directors are in charge of the gymnasiums and the various 
sports and games receive attention in season. Many of the teams of the 
school have made excellent records. A Jake provides skating and a Sports 
Club has provided excellent facilities for tobogganing . Good tennis courts 
are provided by the school. A special course in Playground Work is offered. 
Social Life and Entertainment 
The social welfare of the students is an important concern of the school. 
Wholesome social activities are maintained and encouraged. 
A course of lectures and concerts of high grade is provided for the stu-
dents each year at a very low cost. The conrse of 1917-18 consisted of the 
following numbers: 
Concert by the Weber Male Quartet of New York City. 
Lecture by Dr. Colledge. 
Concert. by the Zoellner String Quartet. 
Lecture by Ng Poon Chew, the Chinese Statesman. 
The Merchant of Venice, by the Ben Greet Players. 
All students are urged to buy tickets for the annual course. 
The St. Cloud Choral Society provides unusual opportunity for the stu-
dents to hear artists of international reputation at a very low price. During 
the year 1917-1918 the following numbers were presented: 
Concert, by Madame Schumann-Heink. 
Concert, by Evan \,Villiams. 
Recital, Gadowski. 
Concert, Minneapolis Symphony Orchestra. 
Rural Education 
The Normal School offers the following courses 111 the department of 
rural education: 
(a) All subjects, academic and professional, necessary to the securing 
of a first grade or second grade certificate. 
(b) A course which includes a thorough review of the common branches, 
courses in rural school methods, rural economics, agriculture, construction 
work, and sociology. 
(c ) A special first grade certificate to students taking the advanced 
graduate curriculum upon completion of one year's work. 
(d) A three-year advanced graduate curriculum for the preparation of · 
supervisors of high school normal training departments. This curriculum 
leads to the special diploma in elementary education. 
(e) A two-year advanced graduate curriculum for the preparation of 
teachers for consolidated schools with special work in home economics, 
manual training, and agriculture. 
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The Summer Term 
The summer term of 1918 will begin June 17th and will close July 26th. 
The summer term provides opportunity for students to earn credits re-
quired for graduation or for special certificates. The courses are planned 
to meet the needs of those who wish (1) A regular or a special diploma; (2) 
Professional or academic credits for a teachers' certificate; (3) Better prepa-
ration for principalships, normal training positions, and departmental work; 
( 4) To improve general scholarship and teaching skill. During the summer 
term a student may complete the work of a twelve-weeks' term in two sub-
jects, since most of the classes meet twice each day. Except for the non-
credit subjects described later, no student in any of the Normal Schools of 
the state is allowed to carry more than two full subjects during the summer 
term. A student who does satisfactory work in a credit subject will receive 
a permanent credit in that subject. This credit will apply towards gradua-
tion, or will be transferred to other schools, and in any completed subject it 
will be certified for application upon a state teachers' certificate. 
A recent law provides that each applicant for a first-class teachers' cer-
tificate must pre·sent, in addition to the required standings in academic sub-
jects, evidence of twelve ,weeks of successful work in professional or methods 
courses . In the Normal School this work consists of six credits, four of 
which will be applied by th e school.' towards the completion of the advanced 
course. Three of these credits (two for Normal School credit and one non-
credit) may be earned in one summer term. 
During the twelve weeks of required professional study the student must 
earn the six credits within three subject groups, as follows: First, in Primary 
Methods, Reading Methods, and Rural School Methods-, any two of these 
three subjects being carried in sing le daily recitation period for six weeks, 
but one to be a doul;ile daily recitation for six weeks; second, in any three 
of American History, Arithmetic, Composition, Grammar, and Geography, 
each given in double daily recitation periods for six weeks; and third, in 
any one of Drawing, Elementary Handwork, Domes-tic Science, Hygiene and 
Sanitation, and M"usic, each in double daily recitations for six weeks. 
The Department of Education announces that beginning with the summer 
session of 1919 all professional courses for common school certificates will be 
offered only in the State Normal Schools. 
During the summer of 1918 the Department will offer professional courses 
at the University Farm, Crookston and Morris, but only to such students as 
now have at least four professional credits. All having less than four pro-
fessional credits are advised and directed by the Department of Educ ation 
to enroll in the Normal School summer sessions this year for further pro-
fessional study. The department recommends further that those teachers 
who desire to complete their professional records- this summer attend the 
Normal Schools, in order to have their professional work credited towards 
the completion of the Normal School course. It is understood that six pro-
fessional credits in the Normal School are counted as- the equivalent of eight 
professional -credits earned in the institution schools of the University. 
In 1918 a teacher who completes three professional credits in the Nor-
mal School may receive a first class certificate valid for one year. Its renewal 
or extension will require the completion of three more professional credits. 
An applicant for a first class certificate who has all required credits, aca-
demi-c and professional, except a half-credit in algebra, geometry, or physics, 
may secure a certificate valid for one year. A half-credit in any one of these 
subjects may be earned in one summer. 
During the summer term lectures and demonstrations relating to food 
conservation will be given. Provision has been made for special work in 
Red Cross activities, ,including a special class in hospital materials. Students 
who complete this cour·se will be prepared to supervise Red Cross Auxiliaries 
in their home communities. 
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Special Features 
Provision will be made for special programs of interest and value. The 
large industrial plants and other points of interest may be visited. The 
gymnasiums, . the special course in playground exercises, and the beautiful 
walks and drives offer unusual opportunity for recreation. 
























Intermediate Grade Methods 
Literature II or IV 
Literature V 





















Upper Grade Methods 
Note: These courses are described on pages 22-32. 
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Course of Study 










Methods, Lower Grades- 2 units 
Music Methods 
Penmanship (¼) , 
Reading Methods for Lower Grades 
Themes 
Senior Year 







Practice Teaching in Lower Grades 
Psychology-2 units 
Social Science 










Methods, Middle Grades-2 units 
Music Methods 
Penmanship (¼) 
Reading Methods for Middle Grades 
Themes 
Senior Year 




· Geography II 
Physiology-Hygiene 
Literature V 
Practice Teaching in Middle Grades 
Psychology-2 units 
Social Science 










Methods, Upper Grades-2 units 
Penmanship (¼) , 
Reading Methods for Upper Grades 
Themes 
Senior Year 







Practice Teaching in Upper Grades 
Psychology-2 units 
Social Science 
Songs, Plays and Games 
A student who expects to receive a first grade certificate at the end of the 
Junior year must receive credit in Rural School Methods. 
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For Those Not High School Graduates: 
Leading To The Advanced Diploma 
First Year 
A lgeb ra I, II , III .. ... .... . ...... ... . ..... .. . . . .. ...... . .. . . . .. .... 3 
English Composition I , II .. . . .. ........ .. . ............... .. . . . .... 2 
Geography, P hys ical .. . . ... . . . . . .... . . . ....... . . . ..... . . .. ... .... . 1 
Geograph y, Commercia l .. . ...... .. . ... ............... . .. . ..... . ... 1 
Grammar I , II . . ..... ... ...... ......... . . . ..... . . . ...... . . ... . .. . . . 2 
~e~s~a~ship ·:: : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : ::. : :-: : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : ·_: : : :: :·{ 
Physiology .. . . . . . ................. . .. . .... . ....... .. .. .... .... . .. 1 












A rithmetic I, II .. ... .. ... . ... ... ... ... ..... ...... ............ ... .... 2 terms 
Botany I , II ........ . .. .. ... .. ... .. .. . . . ...... . . .. . . . ... .. ... . . .. .. 2 terms 
Drawing .... . . . . . . . ....... . .... .. . . . . . .. . , ..... . . .. .. .. ........... . 1 term 
Hi sto ry, Ge neral . . .. .. . . . ............... .. . ...... . . . . ............. 3 term s 
Rh etoric . .. . .. . .... .. .. ... .. . ..... .- . .... .. .. .. .. ... . . . , .. .. .. . . . ... 1 term 
*Zoology I, II .... . ........ ... .. .... ... .. ............... .. .. .. . .. , . . 2 terms 
Manual Trainin g, Pri mary or \N oodwork ........ . ...... , .... . .. . ... . 1 term 
*Hom e Economics units may be sub stituted for Zoology. 
Third Year 
Civics .... . .... . ....................... .... .. . .... .. .... . ...... . ... 1 term 
Geometry , P lane, I, II ... .. ... .. .......... ... . . .. .... . . . .......... . 2 terms 
*Geom etry, Solid, III .. . : . . .. . ....... . .. . . . ...... .. .............. .. . 1 term 
History, Ame rica n, I , II . ..... . .. . .. .. ... ..... . ... .. ..... ..... . . ... 2 terms 
L iterature I, II ............ . ......... ..... ......... . .. ... ... ... . ... 2 terms 
Psychology . .... , ......... ...... .... .. .' . ....... . . . .............. .. .. 1 term 
*Elec tive s .. ............ . ... .. . . . . .. . ... ........ . . . ... .. . ....... .. . 2 terms 
*Rural School Methods offe r ed as an elective in third year. 
Fourth Year 
Chemistry I ................ . .... . ...... ... . . . .. .. . . . . . .. .. .. . .... 1 
Cooking o r Chemistry II . ... ...... . ..... .... . .... . . .. .. ........... 1 
Drawing Methods .. . ..... . .. . .. ... . . ... ...... ... .. .. . ... ....... . . . 1 
Litera ture III and IV . . .... .. ... . .. . . ..... .... . ... .. ......... . ..... 2 
Manual Tra ining or Sewing II .. . .. .... .... .... .. . ............ . ..... 1 
~~:!~ar~~ii;d~.:: ::: :: : : : : : : : :-: : : : : :•::: :: :::::: ::::::::: : : : : : : : : : { 
Upper, M iddle, o r Lower Grade Methods . .. .. ... .. ...... .... .... ... 1 
P hysics I, II, III ...... ....... .... ........ .. . ..... .. ..... . ........ 3 












Administration a nd Chil d Study . ..... . .. .... ... . ..... . .. ... . .. . .. .. 1 term 
P hysiology-Hygiene ........ .. ........ . .. . . .... ... ...... . . . .. .. .. . . 1 term 
Literature V ....... . ..... ... . . . . ....... . .. ..... .... ... . ... ... ..... 1 t erm 
A dvanced Geography . . ... . .. .. ...... ......... .. ..... . ....... . ... .. 1 term 
Psych ology II .. .... .. . .. . ...... . . ... . .. .... .. ...... .. ... . .. . ... . . .. 1 term 
Social Science ... ..... . .. . . . . . . ..... .. . . . .. . .. . . . ... .... . .... . . . .. . 1 term 
P ractice Teaching . ......... . .. .. . . ..... .. ... .. ........ . . . ........ . 3 t erms 
Themes .... . . . .. ...... .. .. ... .. . . . . .. . ...... . ........ . . .. . . . ..... . 1 term 
P laygr ound Course .. . ...... . ... . . ...... ... ...... . . .... . ... . . ... .. 1 term 
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Additional Year of Work Leading to the Special 
Diploina in Eleinentary Education 
The curriculum aims to prepare teachers for normal training departments 
in high schools, for principalships of consolidated and graded schools, and 
for other supervising positions. 
Seven hundred twenty hours, or twelve terms of work, are required in 
this course, and the work must be taken in sequence with the work in the 
regular course of study. 
Education-
Required· Subjects 
Administration .. . . . ... .. . .. . . .. .. ..... . .. ... .. . . . . .. . 1 
Teaching ..... . . .. .. . . ....... . . . .. .. . .. ............... 1 
Educational Sociology . .... .. ... . .... .. . . ...... . ... .... . . . 1 
term, 60 hours 
term, 60 hours 
term, 60 hours 
History of Education .... . .... . .. . , . ........ .. ....... . . . ... 1 term, 60 hours 
English-
Literature ...... .. . ...... .. . .. . .. . .. .. .. .. ..... .. . . .. . 1 term, 60 hours 
English Composition .... . ...... , ......... .. . ..... . .... . 1 term, 60 hours 
Electives 
Three hundred sixty hours, or six terms of work, will be selected by the 
student from the following subjects w ith reference to a special field of work : 
Agriculture . . . . .... . . . ... . ... . ......... . . . ... .. .. . ....... 2 terms, 120 hours 
Geography .. . .. . ..... . . . .... .. .......... . ....... . ....... 2 terms, 120 hours 
History and .Economi-cs . ... ................ .. . ..... . .. ... 3 terms, 180 hours 
Drawing .. .... . .. .. . .... ... . . ... . . .. ....•....... . .. . .... . 1 term, 60 hours 
History of Education . . . . .. ... . . . ... . .......... ... .. . . . .. 1 term, 60 hours 
English .... . .......... .. .. .. ............. .. ..... . ....... S terms, 300 hours 
t'layground Course .... . .... .. ... . . . ... . ....... .... . . .. , .. 1 term, 60 hours 
Special Methods ..... .. ... .... .. ... . . . ............ . ..... 1 term, 60 hours 
Mathematics ............ . ... . .... . ...... . . ... . .. .. .... .. 1 term, 60 hours 
Elementary Science .. . ....... . ... . .. .. ......... . .... . ... 1 term, 60 hours 
Rural School Methods ....... . . . ....... . . . ... . .... . . .. . . .. 1 term, 60 hours 
Rural Sociology ...... . . . ...... . .... . ............ . ........ 1 term, 60 hours 
School Administration . . . ... . .... . .............. . . . ...... 1 term, 60 hours 
· Science (Biological and Physical) . ....... . ..... . .... .. ... .4 terms, 240 hours 
Library Science . . . ........ ... . . . . .. ... . ... . . .. . . . . .. . . .. .1 term, 60 hours 
Note: Subjects may be selected, also, from the special courses of study 
in Industrial Arts, Music, and Drawing. 
Special Courses 
These courses require three years beyond the high school or one year 
beyond the· advanced diploma course. Students may intersperse the special 
subjects with the subjects of the advanced course, or take the special subjects 
in one year after completing the advanced course. The special diploma in 
music and manual arts secures a cert ificate to teach or supervise those 
subjects in graded schools, consolidated schools, and high schools. 
The special diploma in home economics secures a certificate to teach this 
subject in consolidated schools and graded schools. including junior high 
schools. 
Industrial Arts. 
Industrial Drawing and Design . .. ... ... . ........ . . ......... .. . . .. 120 hours 
Architectural Drawing . .. .. . .... . . ...... ....... . ... . . . ........... 120 hours 
Furniture Design, Construction, and Finish .. . . ..... . ........ . . ... 120 hours 
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Wood turning and Pattern Making .... . .. ..... ..... . . .. . .... , ..... . 120 hours 
Industrial Arts for Lower Grades. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 60 hours 
Industrial Arts for Middle Grades ............. ..... .......... . .... 60 hours 
Industrial Arts for Higher Grades. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 60 hours 
Printing and Bookbinding .... . . .............. ... ... ... ..... . ..... 60 hours 
Commercial Art ......... . ........... .. .. ... . . ........ . ... .. . .. . . 120 hours 
Vocational Guidance ............. ... . . ............. ... . .. .. .. .... 60 hours 
Industrial Arts Practice Teaching .. . ..... , ....... ... ... .. ... . . ... . . 120 hours 
Advanced graduate diploma and nine of the above units are required for 
the diploma in Industrial Arts. 
Home Economics 
Laboratory \Nork. Art Principles and Dress (S.1) .. .......... .. .. 120 hours 
Food Science, and Preparation (C.l) ...... .. . . ....... .. ... ... .. . .. 120 hours 
Advanced Sewing (S.2) . ... ... ... . . ............. · ... .. .. .... .. . . .. 120 hours 
School Lunches and Dietary Problems (C.2) . .............. .. .. . . . 120 hours 
Household Chemistry . ... ..... ... ..... . ... ...... ... ..... ........ 120 hours 
Dressmaking. Millinery (S.3) .... . .. ... .......... .... ..... ....... 120 hours 
Home Economics-Scope and Organization. Nutrition (C.3) . ..... 120 hours 
Practice Teaching .. ... ....... ... . .. .. ..... . ...... . . . . . .. .. ... . .. 60 hours 
Bacteriology .... . ... , ......... .. . · . .... . . . . . .... .... . ... ,. . . . . . . . . 60 hours 
Textiles and House Furnishing .. ... : ................... · .. : .' . ... . 60 hours 
Advanced Graduate Diploma and ten of the above units are necessary 
for the Home Economics Diploma. 
Music Course. 
Prepares Supervisors and Te:lchers for the Public Schools. 
Accompanying or two terms of piano ..... , . . . . ............ .. .. ... 120 hours 
Advanced sight reading .......... . . . ....... . ...... .. . ..... .. .... . 60 hours 
Primary Music Methods .. .... ..... ... . ....... . .... .. ... . ......... 60 hours 
Advanced Music Methods .......... . . . . . . ........ .. . ... . . .... ... . 60 hours 
Practice Teaching in Music ... . ... .. .. .... .. .. .... . ...... .. .. .. .. . 120 hours 
Appreciation . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 60 hours 
History . . ...... ...... ....... . ........ .. . .... . ... . .... . .. . ....... . 60 hours 
Harmony, 2 terms .. .. ... . . . ..... . ........... .... ....... ... .... . . 120 hours 
Methods in Appreciation. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 30 hours 
Advanced Graduate Diploma and ten of the above units are necessary 
for th e Music Diploma. 
Rural Education 
A Two Year's Carricnlum Leading to the 
Advanced Diploma 
Twenty-four credits are required for the completion of this curriculum. 
Grammar III ......... ..... . ... ... ....... . .. . ... . . . ..... 1 term, 60 hours 
Arithmetic III ... ... .... ... ........ . .. . .. .. .. .... . ....... 1 term, 60 hours 
Reading III .... .. _. ....... . .... . .... ... ............ .. ... . 1 term, 60 hours 
History III . .......... . . . . . .. ..... ........ . . .... .. . .. ., .. 1 term, 60 hours 
Geog raphy . , . . ... .. .. . .. .. .......... .. ...... .. ... .... ... 1 term, 60 hours 
Music III ..... .. .. .. .. . ...... . .... . .. ... ..... . ... .. . .... 1 term, 60 hours 
Drawing III . .. .... ... . .. ........ . ........... . ... .. .. ... 1 term, 60 hours 
Advanced Civics ..... .. .. . . . .. .... . . . .. . .. . ... .. . . ... ... 1 term, 60 hours 
Literature and Themes .... . . .. , . .. ... . . . . ........ . ....... .. 1 t erm, 60 hours 
Agriculture I .... . . .. .. . ...... . . ........ .. ... .... .... .. . . 1 term, 60 hours 
Physiology-Hygiene ... ... . . . .... ... ... . .. . ... .. . . ... .. .. 1 term, 60 hours 
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Psychology I and I I .. ... .... ... . .. . ... . . .... .. . .. .. ... . . 2 terms, 120 hours 
General Methods . . ........ . . . . . . ... . .......... . . . . . . .... 1 term, 60 hours 
Manual Training ... . . . ... ...... . .... . . . . ... .... ... ...... 1 term, 60 hours 
Home Economics . . ..... .. ...... ... ... . ....... . .... .. .. . 1 term, 60 hours 
Sociology . ............ .. ....... ..... . ......... . . ........ . ,1 term, 60 hours 
Rural School Methods .. . . . .... .. .. . ..... .. .. . ...... . . . . . 1 term, 60 hours 
Grade Methods .......... . ...... . . . .. . . . ....... . ... .. ... . 1 term, 60 hours 
Teaching ......... . , ..... . .. . ..... . ....... .. . . . .... . ..... 3 terms, 180 hours 
Penmanship . . ............... . ... .... . ....... . .... . . .. ... ½ term, 30 hours 
Physical Education, P lays and Games . ... . ............... . 1 term. 60 hours 
Drawing Methods . ... ..... .. .. . .. . . .. . . .................. .. ..... .. 1 t erm 
Literature V ...... . .. . .. . ........ , . , . . ..... . ... .... . . ....... . .. .. . 1 term 
Manual Training or Sewing II .. . ....... .... . . ....... . . .. ... . . . ... . . 1 term 
Music Methods ... , ............... . ...... ........... . ............ . . .. 1 term 
General Methods .. . ... ........ . . . ... . . .. .... . .. . . .. .............. 1 term 
Upper, Midd le, or Lower Grade Methods ..... . . . . .. . ..... . . .. . .. .. . 1 term 
Physics I, II, I II ... . .. . .. . ... .. ..... .... ... . . ... . . .... . .... . . . . .. . 3 terms 
Reading Methods . ... ... . ... . ...... .... . ... ................... . . .. . 1 term 
Outline· of ~nbjects Offered 
BIOLOGICAL SCIENCE 
Biology I. A course in civic biology for high school graduates. The 
subject matter is organized as follows : 
(a) The study of plants and animals in their fundamental life processes 
of £pod getting, adap.tation to environment, and reproduction. 
(b) The relations-dependencies and interdependencies-of all life to 
other life and environment.' 
(c) The economic uses o f plants and animals to man, together with the 
problems of the conservation and improvement of life by plant and animal 
breeding . 
. (d) The improvement and betterment of society by the conservation of 
heredity as well as by the care of surroundings-personal, domestic, and pub-
lic hygiene. 
Biology II. This is a course in bacteriology for high school graduates, 
for students of home economics, and fo r students of agriculture. A study is 
made of bacteria, and of their relations in food preservation, air and water 
supplies, health and disease, and in the industries, as butter, cheese, and 
bread making. 
Biology III. This -is a ·conrse 'in 'agriculture. The purpose is to give the 
student a knowledge of the science of agriculture. Farms, dairies, and 
apiaries in the . vicinity afford _opportunity, for the study of many practica l 
problems. In order to secure the best results students who take this course 
should have completed Bi0logy I ·and II, and should have completed ele-
mentary physics and chemistry. 
Biology IV. This is a cou rse in physiology-hygiene. The purpose of 
the course is to give the student a knowled ge of the functions and care of 
the human body. After the body mechanism has been studied, emphasis is 
placed upon the physiology of digestion, and the nervous system. The 
problems of personal, domestic, and public hygiene and sanitation are studied. 
CIVICS 
Civics I. Elementary Civics. The aim of this course is to present gov-
ernment as a mean ~ of co-operation for the better satisfaction of hu ~nan 
wants and ideals. A good deal of emphasis is put upon the study of the 
township, city, and county governments. Much information is gained fr om 
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visits to local courts and local officials. The obligations of good citizenship 
are emphasized throughout the course. 
Training in parliamentary practice is provided as part of the class work. 
Civics II. Advanced Civics. This course deals with the purpose and the 
organization of government. The fundamental principles of American gov-
ernment receive great emphasis. The histo ry of our governmental institu-
tions is considered for the purpose of tracing those changes which have had 
to do with the extension or curtailment of democracy. An understanding of 
American government is sought which will be sufficiently thorough to enable 
the student to play an intelligent part in community and nationa l affairs. 
Current problems are discussed. 
COMPOSITION 
Composition I. The student, at the end of this course, should be able to 
give orally and to write in clear, concise sentences free from grammatical 
errors, short, unified compositions concerning his own experiences. Emphasis 
is placed upon narra~ive. 
Composition II. Prerequisite Composition I. The student, at the end of 
this course, should be ab le to give long, well organized oral and written nar-
ratives and short expositions in unified, coherent, concise sentences. The 
principles of paragraph structure; helps in the securing of sentence-unity and 
sentence emphasis; aids concerning choice of words ; and pun ctuation rules 
applying to the sentence forms that the student uses are emphasized in this 
course. 
DRAWING 
Drawing I. This course includes a study of the science and relation of 
colo rs; free hand drawing and coloring from nature and still life; the han-
dlin g of pencil, crayon, charcoal, and water color perspective in simple 
problems; beginning picture study as related to school and home ; landscapes 
in different mediums, simple lettering, and the elements of applied design 
from nature and from geometric forms. 
This course is offered in fall, winter and summer terms. 
Drawing II. This course includes, blackboard sketching from nature 
and in composition ; design as applied to stained glass, block printing, stencil-
ing, and poster making in different mediums, the designing and applying of 
conventionalized forms from nature, lettering as appl ied to book pages, 
covers and posters, advanced perspective as applied to practical prob lems, 
and advanced picture study. 
This course is offered during the spring term. 
Drawing III. The work of the first six weeks of the course is the same 
as that of Drawing I. During the last six weeks the course includes applied 
design from nature study; lettering as applied to posters, book pages, covers, 
etc. , interior decoration in drawing, colorin g and design, picture study as 
applied to school and home, landscape in natural and decorative composi-
tion; stenciling and other forms of practical application. The purpose is to 
broaden the field of vision, through an appreciation of beauty in its broadest 
sense. 
GEOGRAPHY 
Geography I. Physical Geography. This course includes: ( 1) a de-
tailed study of the facto rs which control climate ; (2) a consideration of the 
major relief features of each continent; (3) the application of the knowledge 
thus gai ned ; (4) a study and application of some of the fundamental princi-
ples of drainage and of soil formation. The purposes of the course are: (1) 
to enable students to interpret physical maps; (2) to furnish the basis neces-
sary for an understanding of political and commercial geography. 
Geography II. Commercial Geography. Prerequisite, Geography I. 
This course is devoted to the further application of the knowledge acquired in 
Geography I. A special study is made of climate, soi l and surface features, 
a nd of winds and ocean currents in order to explain more fully the distribu-
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tion of the world's products, indu5tries, and population, and the paths of 
commerce. The processes involved in the production of the more important 
of the staple commodities of commerce are studied in detail. Particular 
attention is given to the contributions to the world's commerce. 
Geography III. (High School Graduate Course.) This course covers 
Geography I and Geography II in one term. 
Geography IV. Physiography. Prerequisite, Geography III or Geog-
raphy I and II. The purpose of this course is to give the student a knowledge 
of the fundamental facts necessary for the teaching of geography. The course 
is supplemented by laboratory work and by field trips. 
The course incl~des: (a) A study of common minerals and rocks. 
(b) The laws which govern the formations of the various types of physical 
forms. (c) A regional study bf the United States. 
GRAMMAR 
Grammar I and II. The aim of the courses in grammer is: ( 1) to 
teach recognition of the sentence as a unit, including its structure and func-
tion; (2) to make clear the reason why certain forms of words and certain 
arrangements in word-groups are proper and others are not, with a view to 
using the knowledge as a basis for self-criticism; (3) to discuss methods and 
devices which are helpful in teaching grammar in the elementary school ; ( 4) 
to examine publications concerning grammar in the grades. 
Grammar Methods. A one-term course for high school and college 
graduates. 
HISTORY 
History I. American History. This course includes a study of the mari-
time and colonial enterprises of the nations of western Europe from the 
fifteenth to the eighteenth centuries. A study is made of motives, methods, 
obstacles, and achievements. Emphasis is placed upon the labor system and 
the trade system of the colonies of the various nations, and upon the social, 
industrial, and po'litical systems of the English colonies in America. Much 
attention is given to the various forms of government, and especially to 
self-government, its beginning and progress through the agencies of town 
meetings, town committees, colonial committees, colonial congresses, conti-
nental congresses, and the American Association culminating in constitutional 
government of state and nation. 
History II. American History. This course begins with the adoption of 
the constitution and includes a study of the more important problems of 
national government, such as organization, sovereignty, finances, the banking 
systems, tariff, commerce, manufactures, labor systems, the acquisition of 
territory, the westward movement, extension of the franchise, the growth 
of democracy, foreign relations, and civil service. 
History III. American History. (High School Graduate Course.) A 
study of American History from its European origin to the promulgation of 
the Monroe Doctrine. The subject is treated as a part of the great movement 
of world history. Special attention is given to such problems as the evolution 
of self-government, the development of national unity, the geographic and 
economic influences affecting the home-life, industries and institutions of the 
people. 
The student is introduced to the best historical literature both in sources 
and in secondary works. Training is given in the use of bibliographies. 
History IV. America,n History. This is a continuation of American 
History III, dealing with the main movements of American History from 1823 
to the present time. Emphasis is laid on the development of the govern-
mental, economic, and social factors that are vital issues today. The judicious 
use of certain current magazines is a helpful feature. 
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EUROPEAN HISTORY 
The work in this course, which continues throughout the year, includes 
Ancient, Mediaeval, and Modern European History. It beg ins with the first 
appearance of inan and traces his story down to the present. 
Emphasis is placed upon industrial, commercial, literary, relig ious, scien-
tific, and artistic activities as well as up o n those of a political character. 
Thus it is sought to exp lain the present by m ea ns of an understanding of 
the past. 
History of Education. The work of this course is introduced by a brief 
survey of the educational conditions and theories of ancient and mediaeval 
times. Special attention is then devoted to th e contributions of Locke, 
Comenius, Rossea u, Pestalozzi, Herbart, and Froebe!. The works o f the 
principal educational leaders of th e n ineteenth century are then studied in 
detail. The history of education in the U nited States is especially emphasized 
during the latter part of this course. 
HOUSEHOLD ARTS 
Sewing I. Prerequisite Drawing. This course is for those who intend t o 
teach sewing with the minimum of prepara ti on . It includes: The m aking of 
garments for the Red Cross and for the French and Belg ian r efugees, which 
involves the cons tructive processes, knitting, crocheting, da rning, p at chin g, 
drafting , standards of bodily proportions, variations and corrective methods. 
Sewing II. Prerequisite Sewing I. Attention is g iven to the r elation of 
a rt principles to dress-proportion throug h line, dark and light values, and 
color harmony. Application is m ade to various articles of dress. 
Sewing III. Dressmaking, Millinery. P rereq ui si te Sewing II. This 
course g ives additional wo rk in th e mai<ing of gowns, remodeijn g of garments , 
desig n and construc_tion of hats. Emphasis is put upon the teaching o f sewing 
in the g rades. 
Cooking I. Food Science and Preparation. Prerequisite Physiology and 
Chemistry. This course g ives a basis for the intelligent selection and prepar a-
tion of food. The most important types of food are studied a s to composi-
tion , digestibility, nutritive value, am! cost. Th e course includes th e material 
outlined by the National Food Administration. Food conservation is em-
phasized in all class and laboratory exercises . Meals are prepar ed with some 
definite budget in mind . Attention is given to table equipment and service. 
Cooking II. School Lunch and Dietary Problems. Prerequisite Cooking 
I. In this course the class assumes the respon sibility of operating a cafeteria 
lunch room. The lunch room is patronized by the students and faculty of th e 
school. Training is given in the management of the lun ch room, the prepara-
tion of the luncbes, and accounting. The suggestions of the National Food 
Administration are carefully followed. 
Cooking III. P r erequisite School Lunch a nd Dietary Prob lems. This 
course is especially arrange d for those who intend to t each home economics. 
It considers the best interests of the g irl as a basis for th e selection and 
organization of material in home economics course-s. A study is made of 
laboratory equipment, text books, a nd available illustrative material. 
Nutrition. This course offers an elementary study in the chemistry oi 
nutrition. 
Textiles and House Furnishing. This course includes the study of weav-
ing; the adulteration and economic va lue of textile fibres; the choice of fur-
niture and rugs, and a study of color schemes for the h ome. 
INDUSTRIAL ARTS 
Industrial Arts for Lower Grades. Thi s course is espec ia lly p lanned to 
m ee t the needs of primary tea chers by suggest in g hand work for the first 
four g rades. The history of primitive and modern industries most clo se ly 
allied with each subject. as paper makin g, manufacturing of cloth, brick mak-
ing and pottery, is studied. 
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Paper and yarn weaving, cardboard construction work, elementary book-
binding, basketry, ·lettering and printing with the best methods fitted to school 
room conditions are taught. 
Industrial Arts for Middle Grades. This course is planned to meet the 
needs of middle grade teachers, and consists of advanced work in potte ry, 
including the designing, building and decorating of pottery shapes, the making 
of plaster molds, the firing and glazing of work; book-binding and the rebind-
ing of old books; advanced work in hasketry. 
Industrial Arts for Higher Grades-Spring Term. This course includes 
a study of the modern vocational guidance movements. The regular shop 
work consists of cabinet making, mechanical, and architectural drawing, 
cement work, electric wiring, and printing. Visits are made to local factories 
and offices, so that students ma:y know something of the industrial conditions 
which many pupils must meet when they leave the school. 
Printing and Bookbinding-Every Term. In this course the elementary 
principles of printing and bookhinding are studied. Type-setting, proofing, 
press operations, and simple binding are worked out as practical problems. 
Commercial Art-Winter Term. This course has been planned to aid 
the teacher to prepare attractive posters and· designs for class room and 
other purposes. The psychology of advertising, composition , perspective let-
tering, color, photo retouching, and engraving methods are studied, and 
worked out in designs for posters, booklets, etc. Prize °competitions are open 
to all students. 
Vocational Guidance-Summet Term. This course is planned to develop 
an appreciation of and proper attitude towards the great problems of indus-
try. Community industrial surveys, standards, tests, aad records are studied. 
The recent books dealing with vocational · guidance serve as a basis for class 
discussions. 
Industrial Arts Practice Teaching. To secure a credit in practice teach-
ing, students are required to do the regular and full time work required of 
the training school _classes in this subject. 
Industrial Drawing and Design-Fall Term. This course is divided into 
two parts : The purpose of the work of the first half of the term is to acquaint 
the student with the use of instruments, materials, and terms used in the 
trades. The last half of the term is spent in studying the methods used in 
factory drafting-rooms. Emphasis is put upon various methods of introduc-
in g an industrial course in a school. Local drafting-rooms are visited. 
Architectural Drawing-Spring Term. The purpose of this course is to 
give the student an understanding of building plans and construction. 
The work is presented in the following order: Needs, location, materials, 
design, construction, heating, lighting, plumbing, and finishing. Building 
laws, specifications, bids, and contracts are studied. Special trips are made 
to buildings under construction and to completed buildings. . 
Furniture Design, Construction and Finish-Spring Term. A brief study 
is made of the history of furniture. This is followed by study of materials, 
designs, construction, and finish. Modern factory methods are used as far 
as school conditions will allow. Visits are made to local factories. 
Woodturning and Pattern Making-Spring Term. This course is divided 
into two parts. A study is made of materials and familiarity with tools, 
which gives the proper basis for pattern making. 
The work in pattern making acquaints the student with methods and 
devices necessary to successful moulding. Each student is required to make 
a test pattern which he must mould and pour to test for measurements 
required in the finished casting. Vi its are made to the local foundries and 
machine shops. 
LITERATURE 
Literature I. This course includes a study of world mythology as a 
basis for the understanding and appreciatio n of allusion in classical literature. 
Stories from the legends of Kin g Arthur, Robin Hood, and mythological 
heroes are told in class as a basis for expression in English. Students r ead 
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and discuss literature based la r gely upon myth and legend, .as, Tennyson's 
Idylls of the King, Phillips' U lysses, and Bryant's translation of the Odyssey. 
Literature II. This is a course in Ame rican Literature. Selections are 
studied from the poems of Bryant, Whittier, Longfellow, Emerson, Lowell, 
Holmes, Poe, Whitman, and Lanier. Topics and readings are taken from 
Irving, Cooper, Hawthorn, Hale, Burroughs, Thoreau, Clemens, Riley, Field, 
Van Dyke, Howells, Aldrich, Deland, Sill, Tarkington and Stockton. 
Literatur.e III. This course includes: (a) English and American Es-
says. This includes a study of E m erson's Nature, The American Scholar, 
Self Reliance, a nd Compensation; .Ruskin's Sesame and Lilies, and Modern 
Painters; L;tmb's Essays of Elia; Carlyle's Essay on Burns, and Hero-
\i\! orship; reports are given by students upon prominent writers of today ; 
(b) English Poets-Milton to Wordsworth; (c) Chaucer, The Old English 
and Scottish Ballads, and The Iliad. Topics and discussions upon national 
folk epics. 
Literature IV. A critical s tudy of Browning (six weeks). Texts, 
William J. Rolfe, H . C. Peterson , and Charles W. French editions. Tennyson 
(two weeks), Van Dyke edition. A brief survey of the romantic school of 
poetry from Thompson to Wordsworth. Topics and discussions rela ting to 
Arnold, Morris , Rossetti, Kipling, Noyes, Brooke and recent war poetry. 
Literature V. Shakespeare: This course includes the study of three 
dramas; the presentation of one and of scenes from two others. These 
dramas are selected from: Midsummer Night's Dream, As You Like It, 
Twelfth Njght, Macbeth, Othello, Tempest. 
At the discretion of the instructor there may be substituted for the 
Shakespeare course, a course in the modern drama: (a) typical dramas of 
Bjornson, Ib sen_, Strindberg, Shaw, Galsworthy, Brieux, Rostand, Maeter-
linck, H auptmann, Moody, Zangwill ; (b) presentation of short dramas, se-
lected from Synge, Yeats, Barrie ; Masefield, Sudermann, Gliacosa, Andreyey, 
Mackaye. 
i.,iterature VI. The Novel-Eliot, Scott, Dickens, Austin, Bulwer-Lyt-
ton, Kingsley, Thackeray, Stevenson, Barry. 
Literature VII. Children's Literature. Students are required to acquaint 
themselv es with the lit era ture of the children's library, and from these books 
to select stories best suited to the various grades. Practice is given in story-
tellin g and in the recitation of appropriate poems. Occasional reports are 
given upon the best methods of story-telling and the value of the story in the 
development of the child. Reference books for this work: The Art of the 
Story-Teller, Cowles ; Literature in the Elementary School, McClintock; 
Stories Children N eerl, Bailey; The Art of Story-Telling, Shedlock; The Chil-
dren's Reading, Olcott; How to Tell Stories to Children, Bryant. 
An intensive study is made of the best stories for children of the various 
grades: Worth While Stories for Every Day, by Evans; Best Stories to 
Tell to Children, by Bryant; The Story-Teller, by Lindsay; Fable and Folk 
Stories, by Scudder; Fairy Stories Every Child Should Know, by Mabie, are 
used. 
Valuable collections of children's poems, such as: Graded Poetry, by 
Alexander and Blake ; Book of Famous Verse, by Repplier; Child's Garden of 
Verse, by Stevenson; Childhood Songs, by Larcom; Poems, by Thaxter ; 
Poems, by Holbrook ; Songs of Childhood, by F ield; Book of Joyous Children, 
by Riley; Songs of Nature, by Burroughs ; Childlife in Poetry, by Whittier; 
Three Y cars With the Poets, by H aza rd, arc used. 
(Note.) This course is offered twice a year , in both the fall and spring 
terms, in order to take advantage of the beauties of out-of-door life . . A review 
of metrics is given. Then students are requi red to describe some particular 
scene, following a given model Later, abstract themes are selected, as 
loyalty, patriotism, the flag, etc . This work is carried on parallel with the 
story-telling, the purpose being to develop the student's power of appre-
ciation and interpretat ion , and to m:ike him more efficient in the · training of 
children . 
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MAT H EMATICS 
Arithmetic I. This course includes a study of the fundamental opera-
tions, common and decimal fractions , and mensuration. A great deal of 
emphasis is put upon practical applications. 
Arithmetic II. This course includes percentage with its applications to 
buying and selling, commercia l discount, commission, insurance, national, 
state, county, and city revenues and expenditures, taxes, bank discount, the 
saving and investing of money, and square root. Practical applications are 
emphasized. An intensive study is made of the best books on the pedagogy 
of arithmetic. 
Arithmetic III. (High School Graduate Course.) The work of this 
course includes the most important topics of Arithmetic I and II. 
Algebra I. The work of this course includes the fundamental operations 
with the introduction of negative numbers, factoring, divisors and multip les, 
formulas , and s imple equation s. 
Algebra I I. This course includes a study of fractions, simple and simul-
taneous equations, involution, and evolution. The study of formulas and 
graphs is emphasized. 
Algebra III. This course )nclu<les :t study of the theory of exponents, 
radi cals, and quadratic equations. 
In all courses in al geb ra the practical applications of the subject are 
emphasized. 
Geometry I. The work of th e t erm includes Books I and II of p lane 
geometry. A great deal of emphasis is put upon practical app lications. 
Geometry II. Books III, IV and V are completed. Emphasis is p laced 
upon practical applications ,i_nd originals. 
Geometry I II. Solid Geometry. The work as ordinari ly presented in a 
standard text is followed . Practical applications are emphasized. 
METHODS 
General Methods, Lower Grades. This course includes a study of the 
characteristics of pupils in the lower grades and the selection of material in 
the various subjects adapted to thc5e grades. The use of questions, objects, 
pictures, and stories is emphasized. Typical lessons are planned in each 
subject and special attention is given to the formation and development of 
right habits of thought and conduct. • 
General Methods, Middle Grades. This course includes the study of the 
pupi l from the third to the sixth grades inclusive. The physical and mental 
characteristics of the children of these grades are studied and the specific 
qualities necessary to the teacher who trains children of these grades are dis -
cussed. Exer cises of the school room and p lay ground are planned and their 
tech nique studied. Specific application is made to the deve lopment of proper 
habits in the use of English and other elementary schools subjects and em-
phasis is placed o n the observation, the planning, and giving of illustrative 
lessons. 
General Methods, Upper Grades. This course includes a preliminary 
study of the characteristics of the , early adolescent pupil, a general survey of 
the educational activities best fitted for his development with emphasis upon 
the qualities necessary for the successful teacher of these grades. Study of 
the recitation, the study period, the t echnique of teaching and class manage-
ment follow. Specific application of prin ciples is made to . the teaching of 
English and arithmetic. 
Primary Methods. P rerequisite General Methods . This course builds 
on the foundation laid in general methods. The subject matter of arithmetic, 
geography, construction work, nature study, oral and written language. and 
elementary history is outlined for each of the lower grades and the methods 
of presenting each are illustrated in dai ly plans. 
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Middle Grade Methods. This course includes the application of the prin-
ciples taug ht in general methods. Training in preparation of outlines of work 
and programs of study, is a special .feature of this course. This is a course 
in supervised observation in the training school and is supplemented by the 
g iving of lessons. 
Upper Grade Methods. This is a course of supervised observation in the 
training school with emphasis upon the planning and teaching of illustrative 
lessons. Specific organization of work in the upper grades in grammar, 
geography, and history forms the basis of this course. 
Lower Grade Reading Methods. This course is planned for teachers of 
the first, second, and third grades. It <:!eals with the principles and methods 
involved in the teaching of reading in the lower grades. It includes a study 
of such topics as the following: motivation, recent investigations relating to 
rate and comprehension in reading, silent readin g, expression, laws of habit 
formation as related to reading, how to memorize, word analysis, related seat 
work, lessori planning, and choice of reading texts for each grade. 
Advanced Reading Methods. Prerequisite General Methods. This course 
is divided into two parts. Part one includes phonics and oral interpreta tion. 
The aim is to improve both the ora l and silent reading of the student. Part 
two emphasizes the method of teaching higher grade reading. 
Practice Teaching. In addition to the observation and teaching required 
in the second term of methods, each senior teaches 120 hours in the training 
school and 60 hours in the city schools of St. Cloud, where he takes charge 
of an entire grade. 
MUSIC 
Music I. This course includes sight reading; elementary theory ; ear 
training; enunciation and tone placing in connection with the teaching of 
rote songs. 
Music Methods. This course includes methods in the teaching of rote 
~ongs, sight reading, elementary theory, ear training; training in the care of 
the voice; preparation of lesson plans; teaching of illustrative lessons. 
COURS,ES FOR SPECIAL DIPLOMA IN MUSIC 
Advanced Sight Reading. P rerequisite Music Methods II. Students m 
this course are r equired to read, both individually and in groups, music of 
high_ school grade. They are required to read in all voices in four voiced 
mUSIC. 
Appreciation I. This course includes a study of the principles of form 
in its development from the folk song to the symphony; drill in the discrimi-
nation of the tone quality of instruments and of the tone color produced by 
combination of instruments. 
Methods in Appreciation. Prerequi sites Appreciation I and one term of 
practice teaching. 
The purpose of this cou~se is to show the necessity of method in listenin g 
lessons in music; to state and illustrate the principles which must underlie 
the choice of all material for li stening lessons. 
Music III. Methods in the Lower and Middle Grades. Prerequisite 
Music Methods. This course includes an intensive study of the music prob-
lems of the first six grades. Special attention is given to the care of the 
voice; to the preparation of lesson plans, and outlines; to the choice and 
organization of material. A part of each lesson is devoted to observation 
and teaching in the 'training school. 
Music IV. Methods in Higher Grades and Junior High School. Pre-
requisites Methods in lowe r and middle grades and one term of practice 
teaching. 
This course includes an intensive study of the music problems of grades 
seven, eight, nine, and ten. Special attention is given to the outlining of 
work; to the choice and organ~zation of material; to voice testing, to the care 
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of the voice through mutation; to the organization of g lee clubs; to chorus 
conducting. 
Appreciation II. Prerequisite History of Music and Appreciation I. 
This course emphasizes content in music as influenced by the personal char-
acteri~tics and environment of a composer, by his nationality and by the 
period in which he lived. Special study is made of the lives and works of 
Haydn, Mozart, Beethoven, Schubert, Mendelssohn and Tschaikowski. 
Harmony I. Prerequisite Appreciation I. This course includes a study 
of major and minor scale structure; chord formation and inversions; intervals 
and inversions; cadences; transposition ; melody formation; harmonic and 
non-harmonic ornamental tone; harmoniza tion of melodies involving principal 
triads ; analysis; ear-training in the na tural tendencies of active to res t tones , 
in major and minor chords a nd their inversions, in melodies and two voiced 
harmony. Keyboard work is combined with the study of scales, intervals, 
chords, and cadences. 
Harmony II and Orchestration. Prerequisites Appreciation I and H ar-
mony I. This course includes a study of harmonic progression away from 
and towards a key; relation of triads within a key; seventh chord; modula-
tion; chord selection ; voice progression ; four part harmony; elementary com-
position; analysis ; ear-training in chords and inversions; dominant seventh 
chords, inversions, and resolutior:.s; resolution of dissonant intervals; melo-
dies; two voice of harmony. 
Orchestration includes a studv o f the instruments of the orchestra as to 
register and tone quality; a study· of orchestral scores and the orchestration 
of simple selections. 
History of Music. This course includes a study of the music of primi-
tive nations; the rise and development of church music and of opera and ora-
torio ; of the development of instruments ; of classicism and romanticism in 
music and of the development of the modern musical forms . 
PHYSICAL EDUCATION 
The department of physical education provides instruction and means for 
the improvement and preservation of health and the harmonious development 
of the body. · · 
It is the purpose of the departme_nt to make a careful physical examina-
tion of every student at the beginning of each fall term and at such intervals 
as seem necessary. In accordance with this examination, personal advice and 
suggestions regarding habits of life , r ecreation, study, and exercise best suited 
to individual development are given by the special teachers. 
Violent exercise is discouraged, but students are required to take rational 
exercise for the proper development of the body and for correcting improper 
postures in standing, sitting, and walking . 
Every student in the school, unless excused by the President, is required 
to take the work of this department. 
Each student is required to have a gymnasium suit purcha sed at cost 
from the school, in order that suits m ay be uniform in color and pattern. 
PHYSICAL SCIENCES 
PHYSICS 
Physics I. This course includes the study of matter, laws of motion, 
force, work, energy, and their application in simple machines and in fluid 
pressure. The facts studied are verified and problems are emphasized as a 
means of impressing these important facts upon the mind. 
Physics II. This course indudes the study of sound, magnetism, and 
electricity. The course is usually offered during the winter term. 
Physics III. The course includes the study of heat and light and the 
phenomena and laws relating to them. Scientific knowledge of the principles 
of heating and lighting is essential to the preparation of the teacher of today. 
The class work in physics is supplemented by work in the _laboratory. 
I 
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To do the work in physics satisfactorily, students should have completed 
a lgebra through quadratics and plane geometry I and II. 
While the best order is the sequence outlined above, these courses may 
be taken in any sequence. 
CHEMISTRY 
Chemistry I. This course includes a study of chemical action, acids, 
bases, salts, and enough of the chemical laws and theory to insure a good 
working knowledge of general chemistry. With this as a basis, the chemistry 
of common thin gs, such as fue ls, fireplaces, stoves, gas, and gasoline stoves, 
oil and gas lig hts is studied. · 
Chemistry II. Prerequisite Chemistry I. This course is a continuation 
of Chemistry I. It deals with the chemistry of the household. Such .topics 
as a ir and ventilation and purification of water are first consid ered. A short 
study of the organic chemistry of carbon compounds is made in order to 
prepare the student tor the study of foods: The chemistry of foods is taken 
up under the following topics : cooking and adulteration, bread making, milk, 
cream, ice cream, butter and cheese. Study is made of cleaning, laun dering 
and texti les. 
Chemistry III. Prerequisites Chemistry I and II. This is a continuation 
of Chemistry I and II. Special emphasis is p laced on the chemistry of indus-
tries. The course includes meta ls, inks, photography, paints, oi ls ·and pig-
ments, disti llation of petroleum, wood and coal, blast lamps and blow pipes, 
gas engines, extraction of certain metals, electric furnaces. batteries, corrosion 
and cleaning metals , iron and steel, lime and cement, brick and potte ry, g lass 
and a brief study of the chemistry of a g riculture. 
PENMANSHIP 
The aim of this course is to provide instruction in Palmer Method Writ-
ing . Every phase of th e Palmer Method in its relation to elementary schools 
is taug ht. Position, form, movement, and speed are emphasized. 
There is class drill to demonstra te proper methods of teaching muscular 
movement writing in the various grades, and to deve lop counting and rhythm; 
b lackboard instruction is given to present the principles of f0rm and motion. 
This is a splendid opportunity to obtain instruction in the mechanics 
and pedagogy o f practical writing. It is possible 'for students to secur e 
Palmer Ce r tificates. 
PSYCHOLOGY AND CHILD STUDY 
Playground Methods. This course includes a study of the play instinct; 
the nature and function of play; community social conditions; the playground 
movement; practical conduct of playgrounds ; the organization and adminis-
tration of playgrounds; hyg iene and fi rst aid. Reference read in g is required 
and special reports are g iven. [Six weeks.] 
Practical work, including p lays and games, folk dancing, and appa ratus 
work is g iven o n the playground. · · 
Psychology I. This is a course in the elements of modern psychology. 
Emphasis is placed on the phases of psychology of most vital interest to th e 
teacher, as perception , memory, attentio n, the instincts, and the emotions. 
The course includes textbook study, refer ence r eadings of the work of stand-
ard psychologists. current litera ture, a nd some laboratory experiments. 
Psychology II. P rereq uis ite Psycholog y I. This course consists of 
(a) a study of th e in stincts and emotions or the psychology of the chief 
branches of elementary .and high school instruct ion , as the instructor may 
choose ; (b) social psychology as applied to education; and (c) the psychology 
of subcon sc iousness in its educational aspects. Each student writes a thesis 
on some topic on which he has made a n intensive study. 
Child Study. Prerequisite Psychology I and General Methods. This 
course deals with the study of the instincts and emotions of chi ldren , their 
mental processes and the facts and needs of their physical life. Sufficient 
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outside reading is required to give the student a usable child study bibliog-
raphy. Much emphasis is put upon actual observations of children at work 
and at pla..y. 
Rhetoric 
Prerequisite Composition I and II. (Offered during fall term only.) 
The aim of this course is to train the student in clear and accurate expres-
sion. Daily oral themes are required. The student is taught to analyze 
master-pieces in narration, description, exposition, and argumentation, and to 
use these types as models for his longer themes Some work in versification 
is attempted. 
Rural School Methods 
The purpose of the course is to acquaint students with country life 
conditions and to prepare them to organize and teach a rural school. The 
work includes a study of rural institutions and organizations, consolidation, 
sanitation and hygiene, school laws pertaining to the certification of teachers, 
compulsory at.tendance, school organization and management, decoration 
and care of buildings and grounds, playground activities and ·equipments, 
school clubs and contests, use of library, the making of school programs. 
Special attention is giyen to the study of the principles and methods of 
teaching the common branches; to the assignment of lessons and seat work; 
and to the adaptation of the State Course of Study to rural school needs. 
School Management 
The work of this course hegins with a study of the different types of 
school organization. Emphasis is put upon the laws which r.elate to the 
organization, support, and control of the public school system of Minnesota. 
A study is made of such topics as the qualifications and duties of teachers; 
the position of the teacher in the · community; discipline ; school hygiene, 
sanitation; the making of programs; the relationship of teacher to supervisor; 
the classification· of pupils, and the measurement of achievement in education. 
Sociology 
This course is (a) an introduction to the social sciences and (b) a prac-
tical study of the conditions and problems of human society of greatest im-
portance and interest. Emphasis is placed on the sociology of the family, 
home and household, a'nd the sociology of education. Each student writes a 
thesis on some subject on which he has made an intensive study and on which 
he has some source of information outside of books and periodicals. 
Themes 
The purpose of this course is to enable the student to use the clear and 
effective oral and written English required of a teacher. To this end, exposi-
tion and such pieces of narrative as are constantly required in classroom 
explanation, are emphasized. 
To Superintendent3, Principals, and School Directors 
The success of our public schools depends to a large degree upon the 
ability and the skill of the teachers. The friends of education are requested 
to recommend for admission to the school those who give promise of devel-
oping into successful teachers, 
The school attempts to train its students so that they are properly quali-
fied for the teaching positions for which they are recommended. The school 
does not recommend any teacher for a position unless the candidate is 
thought to be qualified for the position. Those who wish to secure teachers 
from the school should state full details in regard to the type of position 
which is to be filled. 
All departments of the school are open to visitors, and school men and 
women are urged to visit the school and by their criticisms, suggestions, and 
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Honor Roll 
The following list contains the names of former students and members 
of the faculty who entered military service on or before May 22, 1918. · It is 
very desirable that this list be complete. The President will appreciate the 
kindness of anyone who will call his attention to omissions or to errors. 
Lie1,t. Walter Abell .... . .. ...... . . ... ... . . . ... . ........... . Dental Corps 
Lieut Paul Ashley .. .. ......... .... ..... . . ................. Medical Corps 
Major Christian Bach .. .. .. .... . ................ . ........ . . . .... ........ . 
Clarence Barr . ................................... . ................. Navy 
Chester Barry .... ..........•.......................... .... .. ........ Navy 
Clarence Barry ...... .. ................................ ...... ...... Navy 
Pete r Batz .............. . .... .... . .. . . .. . .. .. ....... ..... . . ..... Infantry 
Lieut. Louis Bensen ........ . . .. ................. .. . . .. Field Signal Corps 
William Bergman . .... ............... .. .......... . ...... Veterinary Corps 
Oscar Bergman ................ ... .............. Officers' Training School 
Frank Betz ... . ... .. . .... ....... ..................................... Navy 
Serg. Roy• Blattner ...... . .................... .. ..... Medical Detachmen t 
Ralph Borman . . .. .. . ............ . . . . ... .. . ........... .. ..... . .. . ...... . 
Corp. Otis Bosworth ....................... . ....... Telegraphic Battalion 
Capt. Albert Bruener ........................................ Dental Corps 
Serg. James Burns ........... . ........................... ... .. .. Aviation 
Corp. Harold Campbell ......................................... Infantry 
Arthur Carlson . ....... ... ..... .. ..... ... ... ... ............ Field Artillery 
Hanphyn Carlson .. ................. ...... .. . . .. Officers' Training School 
Theron Castner ....................... . ... . ...... .. . Ordnance Department 
Serg. Leslie Caylor . . ............................................ Infantry 
tGeorge Cipala . .. ... ... .. . . .......................... Medical Detachment 
Glen Clark . .... . . . .. ..... . ........... .. .. . .... ... . . ....... .. .. ..... Navy 
Lieut. Guy Clark ................... . ............ ... . .. .. ... .... .. .. Navy 
Merlin Crowe ..... .. . . .................. .. ...... . ...... .... .. . ... Marines 
Corp. Mac Davidson ......... . ...... .. . .... ....... ..... . . .. . .... . Infantry 
William Doyle ...... . . . . ...... .. .. ...... .. .. ... ... .. ....... ..... Infantry 
Henning Erickson .................... Aviation-Officers Training School 
Sylvester Fandel ................................ Officers ' Training School 
Raymond Farr .. ... .. .. ...... .... . . .. .. .......... . ............ .... .. Navy 
Lieut. Morgan Flaherty ..................... . .. .. ... .. . .. . ..... . Aviation 
·William Flieder .......... . ... ..... .. .... ..... . .. . . . ....... F ield Artillery 
Eugene Foot ...... ... ...... . ............ .. ...... .... M. G. Co. Infantry 
Lieut. Paul Foot . .... .... ... . . .. ..... .... . . . . . . .. .... M. G. Co. Infantry 
Oscar Frederickson . . .... .. . ... .. ......... .. .. ...... .. . .... . ......... .. . . 
Corp. George Friesliben .. ... . . ............................ .... .. Infantry 
Serg. John Friese ... . .......... . ..... . ..... ...... . Quartermaster's Corps 
Lieut. John Gale ...... . .... ......... . . .... .. .. . . . ......... Field Artillery 
Thomas Galernault ... . ........................ . .. . . ..... ........ Aviation 
Serg. Ambrose Gannon ... .. ...... ... ... ...... . .. ... ... . .. . ...... Infantry 
Leo Gannon ... . .......................................... .. .. . ......... . 
Lieut. E. M. Gans . ..... ... . .. .... . . .. . ... ....... .... .. ... . . Medical Corps 
Walter Gaumnitz ....... .. ....... .. ..... .... .. . . .... .. ...... ... . Infantry 
Serg. George Ginzal .. ............ . ..... .. ...... ... . . ............ Aviation 
*Walter Grinols ... .. ...... ........ ... .. ... .. ... . ....... .... Field Artillery 
Roy Gould ... . ..... . ... . .......... ...... ........ . .......... .. .. .. Aviation 
George Guy ............ . .... .. .... .. . ... .. . ... .. . Instruction Department 
John Halberg . . ................ ... ................ .. .... . ... .... Aviation 
Lieut. Charles Harrison .. . .. .. ........ . ........ . ......... . M. G. Brigade 
Hugh Harrison .. ..... . . .. ... ...................... .... . ..... Signal Corps 
George Haskell ......................................................... , 
Leo Heinen ... ... . .. . . ... ... . .. . . ..................... . ....... Engineers 
Frank Herzog ....... .. ... . . .... .. .. .... . ... . ..... . . . .. .. ... ....... .. ... . 
Corp. Allen Hegne .... . . . . . . ............ ..... . .. Headquarters Department 
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Edward Hirt ............. .. .. .. . ....... ..... . ... . ... .. . . . . . . .... Aviation 
Lieut. Almon W. Hutchins ... , ...... ... ...... . ..... Quartermaster 's Corps 
Harold J aenson ................... . .... ........... ........ .. . ... Aviation 
Serg. Taylor Joyner .. ......... . . . .. . ... . ..... . .... . ... ... . .... . Engineers 
Serg. Thomas Joyner .. ... . . .. .... ... . .. . .. . ..... . .. . M. G. Co., In fan try 
Clarence Jones .... .. ........ ............ . ..... . ...... .... ... ... Engineers 
Martin Kaufman . . . ..... ............. .... ......... .... ....•.... . ......... 
Samuel Kerlanski ..... . ..... .... .... .. .. ......... ... Medi'cal Detachment 
William Xiekow ........ .. ....................... .. .. M. G. Co., Infantry 
Roy Larson ..... ..... . .... . .. ...... . . .. .. . . ... . ....... ... Field Artillery 
Leo Latterall ........ . . .. ......................... .. ............ Aviation 
Charles Lauerman ................................................ Aviation 
Lloyed La Brie . ... .. . .. . . .. ..... .. ... ... .. . ... ...... .. ...... ... Engineers 
Charles Levering ..... . . . ...... . . ... ....... . .... Officers' Training School 
Lieut. John Libert ... .. ... . . ..... ... . .... . .. ... .. . .. ... ... Medical Corps 
Supply Serg. Frank Liljedahl .... . .. ..... .......... . .. .. . .. Depot Brigade 
Petrus Liljedahl . ...................... ... .. . ......... . .... ..... . Infantry 
Walter MacGregor .. .. .. . . .. ................. ... . .. ......... . ... Aviation 
William MacGregor ...... ...... .. ... . .... Food Conservation Department 
Leith McQueen ................................................... Aviation 
Delos McNutt ........ . ................... ... . . . Officers' Training School 
Crosby W. Magnusson ... . ...... .... .... .. ... .......... M. G. Co., -Infantry 
Hubert Markus ......... . ... .. ... . ...... . ..... ... .............. . . Aviation 
Walter Miller . ... ........ . .. .. . '. ... . .............. .. . .. Ambulance Corps 
Corp. Ole Moe ......... . .. .... .. .......... . ..... ... ..... . . Field Artillery 
William Moe . . .. .. . . .. . ........ . ..... ... .. ...... ....... . . . . ..... Infantry 
Wellington Murphy . . .. . ...................... .. ................. . . Navy 
Thomas M urn .. .. ................ .. . .... ...... ... . ............. Aviation 
J esse Murray .. .... ... ...... . .. . .. .. .. ..... . ... . . .. .... ...... .. . .. . . Navy 
Albert Mutschler .......... • .. ........ .. . ...... . .. .... .. . .. .. ... . Avia tion 
Lieut. Phil Oberg .· .... ....... . ...... .... .. ... .... Trench Mortar Battery 
Walter Omundson ...... . ...................................... Engineers 
Herbert Opheim· . . ... .... ...... .... . ....... . .... .. ............... Infantry 
Fingal Osberne ........ . .... . .............................. Field Artillery 
Gust Parent ......... . . ......... ...... . ...... ... Offi'cers' Training School 
William Jay Penny .... .. .................... .... ............... . . . . Navy 
Roy Petrie ................................... . ................ Engineers 
Joyce Perry ...... . ... ....... . ......... ............. . . . M. G. Co., Infantry 
L ouis Pinault ........ . . ... ............... . .. . . ....... ... ... . . .. Engineers 
Serg. Halford Price . . . ... ... .. .. ... .. ..... . . .. .... .. . . . .. .. ..... Infantry 
Peter J. Pung ............ .. .. . .. . ... .. .......... ................. Marines 
Nathaniel Quickstad ....... ..... .. .. ......... . .. . .. Iustructor, Dunwoody 
Lieut. Sherrill Robinson .... .. . . . . ...... ....... ..... ... .... Field Artillery 
Clifford Rockwood .. ......... ... ...... .... .. ..... ... .. ..... Field A rtillery 
Malcolm Rockwood . ... ....... . ............ .... ........... Field Artillery 
Arnold Roeser ..... ...... ....... .. .. ..... ..... ... . .. . Medical Detachment 
Henry Rogers . .. ............ . .. . .... .. ... . ...... .. .... . ....... Enginet:rs 
Henry Schiedinger . ........ . ... . .......... . .. ... .... ........... Engineers 
Corp. Martin Schmitt . ..... .. ................. . .. . ................. Infantry 
Raynold Scott ..... . ...... .. ......................... ... .. Field Artillery 
Arthur Skjeveland . . ............ .. .. .. ................... . . .. . ... Marines 
Corp. Merle Smith ...... ... .. .. .. ..... ... . .. .. ... ... ... . . .. Field Artillery 
Serg. Herman Steabner . .... .... ... . ....... ........ .. ..... ....... Infantry 
Capt. Donald Stewart ...... ...... .. • ...................... . Field Artillery 
Lieut. Fred Swanson ... ... . . .. ... .... ...... . ............ .. ... .. .. Infantry 
Harold Swanson .................... . ... . .. ... . .... . .. ... . . .... .. Marines 
Harry Swanson .... ......... . .. .... . ....... .... Officers' Training School 
George Swenson ... . ... ... ... ..... . ........ . ........ ... ... . .. .. Mechanic 
Serg. John Taylor . ................ .. ..... ..... . ... . .. .... .. .... Aviation 
Samuel Thorn . .. . .1 . . . . . .. .. .... . . . ..... . ...... ..... . ..... . . .... Engineers 
Harmon Troyer ...... . ... . . ...... .. ..... ... . .. .... ... ... ...... . . ... . .. .. . 
Corp. John Vogel. .. .... . .. .. ..... . ...... . .. .. .... .. .. . ... . .. . .. . Aviation 
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Frank Waite .. .. .. . .. . .. . . . ...... .. ....... . . . .. .. . ... . ... ... .. .. Aviation 
"'Lawrence Waite ... .. ...... .... ... .... . . . ... .. ............. . .... Infantry 
Peter Weyrens ... .. . ..... . . .. ......... . .... . .... . . . . .. . . .... . . . . Avia tion 
Luke Whalen . . . . .. .. . . ........... .... .. . . .... .. . .. ... . .. . . . Signal Corps 
Harry Wilkenson .. .. . . . .. . . .. . .... . . . . . . .. . ...... . .. .. ... ... . . . . Aviation 
Fred Williams . . ... . .................... .. . .. ..... . .......... . ... Infantry 
Corp. Leonard Williams ... .... . .. .. . . . .. .... . . . ........ . . . . . ... Engineers 
tSigfried W illiams .. .. .. . . .. .. . .. .. .. . . . .. . .. . . . . ..... ... .. Field Artillery 
* Albert W inblad .. .. ... .. . . . .. .... . . .. . . . . . . . . .... . .. Medical Detachment 









tDischarged to continue medical or dental course. 
*Discharged because of poor health. 
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Catalogue of Students for 1917-1918 
Diploma Course in Home Economics 
Astradson, Betsey, St. Cloud 
Calhoun, Pauline M., Randall 
Chestek, Florence D., Glencoe 
Conger, Mildred L. , Braham 
Curry, Mary B., St. Cloud 
Davies, Ruby S., Hastings 
Larson, Ellen B., St. Cloud 
Nelson, Clara W ., St. Cloud 
Olson, Rebecca, Spicer 
Seaton, Marion G., Minneapolis 
Spencer, Irma Lorna, Minneapolis 
Diploma Course in Manual Arts 
Davis, Fred E., Littlefo rk 
Deneen, Raymond P., Litchfield 
Dunnewold, John, St. Cloud 
Feakes, George Ray, Pine River 
Ferguson, Wesley, Minneapolis 
Glass , Walburga, St. Cloud 
Hollander, LeRoy E. , St. Cloud 
Kendall, Walter, St. Cloud 
Ladner, Eugene J. , St. Cloud 
Liljedahl, Frances, St. Cloud 
McQueen, vVm. Wesley, St. Cloud 
Meag her, Joseph E., St. Joseph 
Moog, Andrew J .. Sauk Rapids 
Pramann, Frederick W ., South Haven 
Puff, Otto. St. Cloud 
Rodean, William A., Jenkins 
Schultz, William R., Lester Prairie 
Thompson, Helmer , Belg rade 
Wilkinson, Erma E. , St. Cloud 
Williams, Dan, St. Cloud 
Diploma Course in Music 
Alger, Gladys I. , Brainerd 
Campbell , Vergne, St. Cloud 
Dale. A lice L. J., Renville 
En glerth, Flora T., Royalton 
Gallagher, Margaret . . St. Cloud 
Grosskopf, Luci lle E. , Minneapolis 
Hostler, Amy M., Jamestown, N. D. 
Jacobs, Marjorie, Rockford 
Johanson , Marie A., St. Cloud 
Johnson, Grace L., St. Cloud 
Kotchevar , Alhena A. , Ely 
Larson, Ruth E leanor, Alexandria 
Latterell, Ruth, Paynesville 
Lichtenberger, J . Francis, Foxhome 
Lundstrom, Esther, Garfield 
Nelson, Mary Christine, Little Falls 
Olson, L ila Emilia, New London 
O lson , Ruth I., Isanti 
Pennie. Lois Margaret, Villard 
Putz. Marvel Marie, Brainerd 
Qu ickstad, Mahalia C., St. Cloud 
Robertson, Anita B., Clearwater 
Schmidt, A. Marie, Fond-du-Lac, Wis. 
Sedin, Blanche L., St. Pau l 
Smith, Mildred Mae, Deer River 
Swenson, Velma G. , St. ·Cloud 
Whi,e, Ruth M .. Elk River 
Wilkes, Violet P ., Waite Park 
Woodward, Ruth, Minneapolis 
Zinn,' Margaret L., St. Cloud 
Special Students. 
Kenda ll, Alice, St. Cloud 
Knutsen , Lily, St. Cloud 
Zinn, Hazelle Minafred , St. Cloud 
SENIOR CLASS 
Two Year Course 
Alger, Gladys I., Brainerd 
Ames, Gladys G .. Staples 
Anderson , Alta K. , Milaca 
Anderson , Frances M .. Minneapolis 
Anderson , Hazel L. . St. Cloud 
Anderson, Lillian W .. St. Paul 
Anderson , Ruth E ., Stephen · 
Aronson, Mo ll ie R., Starbuck 
Atkinson , Rose M ., Melrose 
Baker, Me lissa, Deer River 
Bame, Jessie N., Crosby 
Barnard, Murie l, Olivia 
Barrett, Ce lia E., S ioux City, Iowa 
Barrett, Gertrude L., Staples 
Barron , Caroline K., Riverton 
Bennett, Nina L., Anoka 
Benson, Elizabeth, Brainerd 
Bergl und, Jennie A., Sauk Rapids 
• 
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Berry, Elizabeth, Princeton 
Bierman, Elizabeth A., Northfield 
Bledorn, Helen B., Alvord, Iowa 
Blessley, Ivy D., Minneapolis 
Boss, Muriel M., Wadena 
Boylan, Dolores V., Watertown 
Brett, Edith C., Stephen 
Brewer, Helen D., Pine River 
Brogle, Nina E., Minneapolis 
Brown, Gladys M., Little Falls 
Brown, Vera L., Park Rapids 
Bryan, Eula G., Sauk Rapids 
Burgstahler, Edith E., Buffalo Lake 
Burns, Evangeline M., Thief River 
Falls 
Campbell, Vergne, St. Cloud 
Carlson, Marguerite D ., Minneapolis 
Christianson, Edith V., Stillwater 
Clark, Genevieve, South Park 
Clark, Ida L., South Park 
Ciayson, Ethel H., Isanti 
Clifford, May F., St. Paul 
Cluff, Beatrice, Aitkin 
Coborn. Lenore , Sauk Rapids 
Conn, C. Elbertha, Canby 
Cooling, Leone, St. Cloud 
Cooper, Agnes M., St. Cloud 
Cotton, Alberta, Minneapolis 
Cullen, Agnes Mary, Brainerd 
Cullen , Cecelia C. , Waverly 
Dahl , Margaret, St. Cloud 
Dahlin, Agnes T ., Milaca 
Dailey, Frances P .. Minneapolis 
Dale, Alice L. J., Renville 
Dally, Leila C., Laporte 
Danneker, Irene G., St. Cloud 
Davies, Ruby S., Hastings 
Davis, Vesta F., Elk River 
Deneen, Raymond P .. Litchfield 
Donahue, Anna V., Osakis 
Donohue, Cecilia C., Melrose 
Dredge, Ethel F ., Sandstone 
Ehnbom, Myrtle M., Two Harbors 
Eich, Estelle, St. Cloud 
Eide. R. Sophia, 'Glenwood 
Elliott, Gladys J., Paynesville 
Elmberg, Gerda M. , Shafer 
Englerth, Flora T., Royalton 
Erickson, Phoebe C., St. Paul 
Ernst. Doris A., St. Cloud 
Farwell, E. Mildred, Brainerd 
Fellman, Myrtle, Red Lake Falls 
Ferguson, Vina. Hasty 
Fink, Phyllis, Minneapolis 
Fletcher, Bonnetta. Fertile 
Fletcher. Edythe E., Fertile 
Flynn, Frances M .. Eden Valley 
Flynn, Helen R., St. Paul 
Flynn, Mary Purcell, St. Paul 
Folkestad, Anna Bernice, Lambert, 
Mont. 
Forsman, M. Elvira, Eveleth 
Frenette, Edith M., Crosby 
Gallagher, Bessie R., Benson 
Geiwitz, Cora A., Minneota 
Getty, Ruth C., White Bear 
Gibney, Mae E., Eden Valley 
Green, Catherine F., Minneapolis 
Griffith, Alice E. , St. Vincent 
Grosskopf, Lucille Elizabeth, 
Minneapolis 
Guthrie, Jeannette, St. Cloud 
Halstead, Helen G., Ashland, Mont. 
Hamp, Helen A., Alexandria 
Hanlon, Rose M., St. Cloud 
Hanson, Elma H., Nevis 
Hanson, Hilda T., Nevis 
Hanson, Lillian C., Staples 
Hanson, Stella M., Henning 
Harper, Helen, Aitkin 
Harris, Irene A., Sandstone 
Haskell, George H. , South Haven 
Hauge, Elmer E., New London 
Hay, M. Jean, Thief River Falls 
Hendrickson, Elsie L., Atwater 
Henning, _Elsie M., Foley 
Henry, Alethe G., Minneapolis 
Henry, Alice L., Battle Lake 
Herwig, Helen Carolyn, Canby 
Hickey, Catherine, Michigamme, 
Mich. 
Hillman, Luella C., Two Harbors 
Hintzen, Cornelia V., Carlos 
Hopkins, Viola E. B., Sedan 
Hostler, Amy M., Jamestown. N. D . 
Hovde, Myrtle 0 ., Minneapolis 
Howe, Alta, Tower 
HugJ1es, Beatrice A., Hopkins 
Hutchings, Helen A., Sleepy Eye 
Jacobs, Marjorie, Rockford 
Jacobson , Ernst T., Alexandria 
James, Helen L. , Milaca 
Jansick, Josephine M .. Silver Lake 
J errard, Alice L., St. Cloud 
Johnson , Alice H., South Park 
Johnson, Alpha H., Hoffman 
Johnson , Emma E., \i\ladena 
_Tohnson, Grace L., St. Cloud 
Johnson, Selma C., Big Lake 
Johnson, Sigurd L. . Hallock 
Juergens , Marion, Minneapolis 
Kaus, Marie Lucile, Red Lake Falls 
Kendall, Walter, St. Cloud 
Kennedy, Marion Magdalen, 
Baudette 
Kentta , Mamie S., Eveleth 
Klatt , Haze l L., Annandale 
Klausler, Mayme Cecelia, 
Cottonwood 
Knoerr, Gertrude L., Brownton 
K.ochendorfer, Hazel P. , South Park 
Kolbe, Helen Harriet, Lester Prairie 
Kotchevar, Alhena A., Ely 
Kreber, Genevieve A., St. Cloud 
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Kress, Lena A., Stillwater 
Larson , Emily Eleanor, Murdock 
I.arson, Nomie V., Sauk Rapids 
Larson, Viola, St. Cloud 
Latterell , Ruth, Paynesville 
Laughlin, Ethel Marie, St. Paul 
Leonard, Louise Catherine, St. Cloud 
Leonard, Marie E., St. Cloud 
Leuty, Ruth K., Morris 
Lichtenberger, J . Francis. Foxhome 
Liljedahl, Judith , St. Cloud 
Lindsley, George M. , Jackson 
Loe, Esther Gertrude, Minneapolis 
Loftus, Margaret Ann, Minneapolis 
Lur,dstrom, Esther, Garfield 
McCrea, Vera H. C., Sauk Rapids 
McCrea, Viola C., Sauk Rapids 
MacKenzie, Clara, Sandstone 
McLachlan, Florence S., Glenwood 
Martin, Hazel H., Tower 
Maxson, Lottie, Oak Park 
Meyer, Rose M., Melrose 
Mielke, Lydia A., Kimball 
Myers, Lucille M., Beardsley 
Nelson, Esther T., Forest Lake 
Nelson, Evelyn C., Newport 
Nelson, Mary Christine, Little Falls' 
Nelson, Mayme Elizabeth, Perham 
N elson , Zilphia M . K., Svea 
Ness, Esther, Dawson 
Nomeland. Hilda, Canby 
Nortrup, Emma Wilmina, Willow 
River 
Nygaard, Evangeline J ., Willmar 
O'Connor, Chas. Judd; Claire City, 
South Dakota 
Olson, Ann Kathryn, Alexandria · 
Olson, Anna H., Spicer 
Olson, Lila Emilia, New London 
Olson, Rhoda Virginia, Aurora 
Olson, Ruth I., Isanti 
Omundson, Walter E., St. Cloud 
Ostrom, Alice, Ogilvie 
Parker, Marjorie Belle, Brainerd 
Parks, Verna Ann, St. Cloud 
Pennie, Lois Margaret. Villard 
Pepin, Hazel I., Elk River 
Peterson, Sophia. Granite Falls 
Planer, Ella V., Maple Lake 
Pote, Hazel Mae, Michigamme, Mich. 
Putz, Marvel Marie, Brainerd 
Qua, Leila Maurine, Hartford, N. Y. 
Quickstad. Mahalia C.. St. Cloud 
Randall, Emma, Ogilvie 
Randall, Helen J., Ogilvie 
Rebstock, Charlotte. Hutchinson 
Richardson, Fanny, Faribault 
Robertson. Anita B., Clearwater 
Rodin, Edith P .. St. Louis Park 
Rogers, Mattie Laura, St. Cloud 
Rubenstein, Gertrude, Gilbert 
Ryan, Margaret J., St. Cloud 
Ryff, Edna M ., Paynesville 
Schebloom, Ebba, Waite Park 
Schmidt, A. Marie, Fond-du-Lac, 
Wis. 
Schultz, William R., Lester Prairie 
Schwartz, Pauline H ., St. Paul 
Sedin, Blanche L., St. Paul 
Sell, Dora C. , Adrian 
Sell, Hilda B., Minneapolis 
Severson. Stella A .. Lake Park 
Shields, Agnes E., Morris 
Simonson, Mabel E., Spicer 
Sinnott, Ruth E., Stephen 
Skinner, Isabelle N., Minneapolis 
Smith, Blanche Gertrude, Fairfax 
Smith, Grace Lois, St. Cloud 
Smith , Katherine Jane, 
International Falls 
Smith, Mildred Mae, Deer River 
Smollett, Lillian Margaret, 
Minneapolis 
Soderberg, Olga N., Grand Marais 
Soderberg, Signild Irene, Grand 
Marais 
Spencer, Irma Lorna, Minneapolis 
Stack, Hannah V., Anoka 
Stenidorf, Erich, St. Cloud 
Stenger, Marga ret, Morris 
Sterba, Elsie Kathryn. St. Paul 
Stuart, Alice Marie , Hubbard 
Stuckman. M. Lily. Minneapolis 
Sullivan, Charles John, St. Cloud 
Sundstrom, Esther Marie, Little 
Falls 
Swanson, Ellen Louise, St. Cloud 
Swanson, Lucile, Minneapolis 
Takkunen, Mae Florence, Ely 
Thorstenson , May, Battle Lake 
Venoss. Lillian Marga ret, Alexandria 
Vogt, Helen C., New Prague 
Warner, Lucille, Spicer 
Watkins, Lurline May, Marshall 
Watson, Ada Margaret, 
International Falls 
Whalen , Nellie G., Stillwater 
White, Irene Rosabel. Pine River 
White. Ruth M. , Elk River 
Wilkes. Violet P., ·waite Park 
Wilkinson, Erma E., St. Cloud 
vVilliams, Esther, St. Cloud 
Williamson. Mary L., St. Cloud 
Vv'inblad, Albert C., Spicer 
Winburgh, Genevieve, St. Paul 
'Nold, Gladys Margaret, Willmar 
Yike. Gladys M .. Minneapolis 
-Zi nn, Margaret L., St. Cloud 
Zrust, Rose L., Silver Lake 
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Five Year Course 
Anderson, Anna M., Brainerd 
Anderson, Nan nie M., Sauk Center 
Anderson, Ruth E., St. Cloud 
Apmann, Lillian, St. Cloud 
Arndt, Sadie M., Danube 
Barr, Carrie B., St. Cloud 
Barr, Christena, St. Clou<J. 
Barry, Chester D., Grey Eagle 
Bernick, Carola G., St. Cloud 
Casey, Kathleen V., Sauk Rapids 
Davis, Fred E., Littlefork 
Dettbarn, Amanda, Vergas 
Dunn, Margaret Mary, St. Cloud 
Erickson, Anna, Badger 
Gannon, Leo V., Sedan 
Grafelman, Anna L., Oakland, Cal. 
Jen sen, Marie, San Diego, Cal. 
Johnson, Mrs. Edna, St. Cloud 
Kleve, Nellie C., Willmar 
Lindberg, Mabel Elizabeth, Cokato 
Lundeen, Eleanor, Lindstrom 
Moog, Andrew J., Sauk Rapids . 
Nelson, Edith Marie, St. Cloud 
Nelson, Edna C., Becker 
Opheim, Herbert J., Cyrus 
Orren, Ida R., St. Cloud 
Osterberg, Florence, Farwell 
Parent, Helen A., Parent 
Peterson, Clara, Ashby 
Puff, Otto, St. Cloud 
Reinholdson, Lillian Marian, Sand-
stone 
Rodean, William A., Jenkins 
Roeser, Waldemar, St. Cloud 
Salisbury, Margaret, Eden Valley 
Scofield, Kathleen R., Verndale 
Sigloh, Maybelle Eola, St. Cloud 
Sperley, Bertha J., Verndale 
Stuart, Rena, Laporte 
Tipton, Gladys, Avon . 
Tschumperlin, Ethel, St. Cloud 
Wah!, Gertrude, St. Cloud 
Waite, Olive E., St. Cloud 
Waylander, Myrtle V., Grove City 
JUNIOR CLASS 
Two Year Course 
Adams, Frances F., Aurora 
Adams, Hattie M., Anoka 
Akins, Maudlyn M., Mayer 
Anderson, Esther, South Haven 
Anderson, Esther M., Two Harbors 
Anderson, Olive B., Paynesville 
Aubol, George N., Big Lake 
Augustine, Kathryn A. , Alexandria 
Barden, Anna C., Royalton 
Barrett, Flavilla A., Winton 
Barris, Violet Ilene, Chaska 
Barron, Nora M., Riverton 
Barry, Clarence F., Grey Eagle 
Barton, Margaret L., Herman 
Bashefkin, Ida, St. Paul 
Becklund, Lydia, St. Cloud 
Benson, Alice, Jenkins 
Benson, George, St. Cloud 
Berglund, Minnie E. Nelson 
Bergman, William, Foley 
Bergstrom, Alvina A., Carver 
Betts, Charles M., Osakis 
Binnie, Mildred, Sauk Rapids 
Bircher, Emyle Ruth , Minneapolis 
Bisenius, Genevieve J., St. Cloud 
Blaske, Bertha W., Sauk Rapids 
Blondheim, Mary, Morris 
Bloom, Anna C., Center City 
Bly, Eva R. , South Park 
Bly, Queen L., South Park 
Bogart, Fannie E., Pine River 
Bone, Blanche, Beardsley 
Booton, Bonnie, M ilford, Iowa 
Borgstrum, Maude, Minneapolis 
Bowers, Florence, St. Cloud 
Brandon, Alice D., Litchfield 
Braun, Albertha A., St. Cloud 
Bremer, Sylvia L., Waverly 
Brennan, Bertha C., St. Cloud 
Bruning, Maude Gould, Richmond 
Burns, Adelaide F., Litchfield 
Burns, Edward H ., Sauk Rapids 
Burns, Mary E., Watertown 
Campbell, Shirley W., Hewitt 
Carlin, Ellen C., St. Cloud 
Carpenter, Ruth, Fairmont 
Casey, Lilian E lene, Waverly 
Cederstrom, Eleanor V., Sauk Rapids 
Chase, Edith C., Round Prairie 
Chestek, Florence D., Glencoe 
Chilson, Mabel, Sisseton, S. D. 
Chittick, Myrtle, St. Cloud 
Christenson, Thea, Milan 
Clayson, Leora E., Isanti 
Clifton, Charlotte, Sauk Rapids 
Cluff, Margaret, Aitkin 
Coborn, Edris E ., Sauk Rapids 
Cohler, Jennie, St. Paul 
Cooney, Julia, Russell 
Cottingham, Mrs. Margaret, Motley 
Cotton, Stella M., Ronneby 
Curran, Florence E., International 
Falls 
Dahlin, Edith Laura, Milaca 
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Daniel, Mary, Minneapolis 
Darrow, Mrs. H. Clarice, Big Lake 
Davis, Edith A., St. Cloud 
Davis, Edna E., St. Cloud 
Deuhs, Cecelia, Long Prairie 
Drakenberg, Agnes, Paynesville 
Dynan . Evelyn J., Annandale 
Dynan, Mamie M., Annandale 
Dynan, Nora H., Annandale 
Edin, Edith F., Staples 
Elkins, Eva E., Becker 
Elvik, Beulah, Little Falls 
Englund, Mabel Florence, Minneapolis 
Erickson, Lillie E., Clearwater 
Erkenbrack, Clare D., Parkers Prairie 
Erkenbrack, Pearl, Parkers Prairie 
Evans, Bessie H ., Osseo 
Farmer, Forest M., Minneapolis 
Farr, Raymond B., Sebeka 
Feakes, George Ray, Pine River 
Ferguson, Minnie E .. Hasty 
Ferguson, Wesley, Minneapolis 
Fiergolla. Helen M., Sauk Rapids 
Flavell, Gertrude M., Akeley 
Flynn, Isabelle, Beardsley 
Foltmer, Irene, St. Cloud 
Frank, Catherine, St. Cloud 
Freeberg, George, St. Cloud 
Freed, Naemi E., St. Cloud 
Frost, Helen A., Brainerd 
Gainor, Marguerite A., Pierz 
Galarneault, Margaret C., Foley 
Gennrich, Louise A., Lester Prairie 
Gibb, Dorothy, Brainerd 
Gimse, Ida A., Virginia 
Glass, Marvel M., St. Cloud 
Glass, Walburga, St. Cloud 
Gofr, Laura C., Staples 
Goodell, Iva Ottis, Cohasset 
Goodner, Ruth V., Kimball 
Guernsey, Faith. Minneapolis 
Haefner, Alice C., Stillwater 
H art, Goldie, Ronneby 
Hatlelid, Annie Eva, Cyrus 
.Hedstrom, Violet Melvina, Kerk-
hoven 
Heilig, Bernice F., Milaca 
Heinen, Arthur R., St. Cloud 
Heinen, .Hildegarde, St. Cloud 
Helmer, Ida J., Browerville 
Helmer, Myrtle, Browerville 
Helming, Mildred F .. Alexandria 
Helsper, Julitta C., Melrose 
Hensvik, Clara M., Fergus Falls 
Hershey, Della G., Little Falls 
Hill, J ane A., Spring Valley, Wis. 
Hoglund, Laura M., Willmar 
Holm, Mildred Gyda, Minneapolis 
Horbach, Gladys E., Inver Grove 
Houghton , Ruby W., Kimball 
Howe, Mary D., St. Paul 
Hoyt, Jane M., Colebrook, N. H. 
I 
lee, Ethel, Isle 
Inholz, Mary M., Stillwater 
Irving, Anne, Humboldt 
Jestus, Inez E., Howard Lake 
Johnson, Edith· M., North Branch 
Johnson, Elizabeth, Stewart 
Johnson, Eva G., Hallock 
Jones, Irene, Brainerd 
Jorgensen, A. Elizabeth, Tyler 
Jury, Janet M., Minneapolis 
Kamroski, Emma A., Foley 
Kay, Lottie Mae, Little Falls 
Keller, Marian, Sauk Rapids 
Keough, Helen Elizabeth, Brainerd 
King, Grace M., St. Cloud 
Knapp, Ruth Marie, Big Lake 
Knebel, Helen M., Pequot 
Kowalke, Mathilda A., Hubbard 
Kramer, Loretta, Melrose 
Kronenberg, Clara A., Kimball 
Kuntze, Vida M., Gemmell 
Ladner, Eugene J., St. Cloud 
Lambert, Marian. Little Falls 
Larabee, Gladys Jayne, St. Cloud 
Larshus, Hannah G., Sacred Heart 
Larson, Edythe E., Sauk Rapids 
Larson, Emma Josephine, St. Cloud 
Larson, Esther C., Belgrade 
Larson, Esther J ., Staples 
Larson, Ruth Eleanor, Alexandria 
Lauterbach, H elen S., Iowa Falls, Ia. 
Lawler, Margaret E., Willmar 
Ledbetter, Mildred May, Clarkfield 
Ledin, Huldah S., Oak Park 
Lein, Laura Mercedes, Fergus Falls 
Leuty, Marion Z., Morris 
Libert, Clothilda M .. St. Cloud 
Liljedahl, Frances, St. Cloud 
Lindgren, Evelyn Raeme, Wadena 
Long, Della Myrtle. Royalton 
Lord. Frances M., Buffalo 
Lunde, Anna. Regal 
Lundeen, Celia C. . St. Paul 
Lynch, Virginia M., Two Harbors 
Lyon, Gertrude L., Hastings 
Lyons, Ada L., Kimball 
Lyons, Esther M., Clearwater 
Lyons, Lloyd W .. Osakis 
McCall, Marguerite Louise, Mora 
McCann , Josephine, Anoka 
McCarthy, Katherine, St. Paul 
McCollum, Bernice Claire. Royalton 
McCorkell , E lnora, Fort Ripley 
McCusker, Marguerite, Minneapolis 
McGee, H elen Caroline, Wyoming 
McKenzie, Laura A., St. Cloud 
, McMahon, Delphine Mary, St. Cloud 
McVeety, Sadie E. , St. Cloud 
Magnusson, Winfred C., St. Cloud 
Mahoney, Claire Maurine, Stewart 
Mallery, Susan, Foreston 
Malmquist, Lucile M. , Copas 
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Mark, Lois Pansy, Ironton 
Marquardt, Esther Minnie, South 
Haven 
Martini, Madeline A., St. Cloud 
Matson, Anne Catherine, Nisswa 
Matson, Eva Irene, St. Cloud 
Mattson, Maybell H., Minneapolis 
Meagher, Joseph E., St. Joseph 
Merrill, Lillian Lane, Anoka 
Miller, Anne, Beardsley 
Miller, Blanche M., Sauk Center 
Miller, Ruth E ., Sauk Rapids 
Milne, Bessie Virginia, St. Cloud 
Miska, Gertrude E. M., Silver Lake 
Mitchell , Hazel F., Litchfield 
Moede, Luella Emily, Marshall 
Mortenson, Sarah C., Litchfield 
Morton, Amy M., Akeley 
Moulton, E lizabeth, Ortonville 
Murphy, William, St. Cloud 
Murray, Helen , Foley 
Myers, Myra R., Ramey 
Myhra, Mabel C. , Henning 
elson, A lice, Minneapolis 
Nelson, Alma R. E., Hancock 
Nelson, Edna Marion , v\Taconia 
Nelson, Lydia J., Pequot 
Nelson, Ruth E ., Kerkhoven 
Neumann, Selma E lizabeth, Glenwood 
Newton, Margaret, Winthrop 
Nord, Florence M. , Carver 
Nordberg, Jennie, Milaca 
Norris, Mildred, Anoka 
Nutter, Bertha C., Anoka 
Nybakke, Maybelle V., Ronneby 
Oberg, Walda, D eerwood 
Odell, Agnes, Watertown 
Olness, Esther S., Milaca 
Olson, Ester Maria, Eveleth 
Olson, Florence E lizabeth, St. Paul 
Olson, Gena 0., Belgrade 
Olson, Hulda A., Wahkon 
Olson, Ingrid Casoara, Greenbush 
Orcutt, Uena E., Sauk Rapids 
O rr, Winifred E. , St. Cloud 
Packard. L. Belle, Becker 
P arker, Louise Elizabeth, Sauk Center 
Parks, Marion Eunice, St. Cloud 
Pattison, Blanche C., Beardsley 
Payne, F lorence A., Hawick 
Pearson, Mae W., Litchfield 
Pederson, Liala M., Alexandria 
Pelton, Irene, Sauk Rapids 
Peterreins, Augusta, Echo 
Peterson, Alma L enore, Ronneby 
Petersen, Frieda, Brainerd 
Peterson, Helen C., Minneapoli s 
Peterson, Myrtel Gertrude, North 
Branch 
Peterson, Olga, Ashby 
Porter, Sadie , Bird J sland 
Potter, Vesta G .. Sauk Ra·pids 
Powell, Maud K., Aurora 
Pribble, Mary, Anoka 
Ragan, Genevieve E ., Little Falls 
Randall, Zella Marie, Little Falls 
Redman, Marjorie, Sauk Rapids 
Reichmuth, Florence, Chokio 
Rembert, Edward, St. Cloud 
Rennie, Theresa J., St. Joseph 
Rhodes, Sylvia Louisa, Long Prairie 
Richard, Irene M., St. Cloud 
Rodin, Esther T., Buffalo 
Roering, Mary J. , Melrose 
Rosander, Ethel Lydia, Dassel 
Sahlstrom, J oe F., Milaca 
Sahlstrom, Judith, Milaca 
Sahlstrom, Nat G. 0 ., Milaca 
Samuelson, Lillian Victoria, Minne-
apolis 
Sanderson, Edna I., Willmar 
Sargent, Verne M., Brainerd 
Scheme! , Amanda F ., Renville 
Schindler, Eleanor, Albany 
Schindler, Hannah J ., A lbany 
Schleicher, Esther J ., Federal Dam 
Schmidt, Hildegarde E., Belgrade 
Scholtes, Lucy A. , Litchfield 
Schroeder, Mary M., St. Cloud 
Scott, Helen P., Chaska 
Scovell, Frances, Middle River 
Sell, Lillian F. , Adrian 
Selland, Dena M., Hancock 
Sharratt, Priscilla, Sebeka 
Shattuck, Hazel Minerva, Henning 
Shepard, Helen C., Morris 
Sjoberg, Alice C., Royalton 
Sjoberg, Ruth, Royalton 
Skoog, Signe E., Sauk Rapids 
Smith, Annetta M., Westport 
Southard, Rachel Irene, Grey Eagle 
Stanley, Ethel M., Brainerd 
Steabner, Mamie, Wood Lake 
Sullivan, Helen M., Virginia 
Swart, Gladys R., Paynesville 
Swedberg, Florence, White Bear 
Swedberg, Johanna, White Bear 
Swenson, Clara A., Brooten 
Swenson, Gertrude M., Chisago City 
Swenson, Mildred, Chisago City 
Swift, Esther, St. Paul 
Talbot, Catherine, Anoka 
Taylor, John W., Outing 
Temple, Marjorie, Swanville 
Thompson , Helmer, Belgrade 
Timg ren, Fern Edith, Vesta 
Toms, Ruth Marion, Ely 
Trask, Lucile B., Royalton 
Tritz, Seraphine Mary, St. Cloud 
Trossen , Margaret, Melrose 
Uggen , Julia. Dundas 
Van Dyke, Florence E., Lon g Prairie 
Vartda l. I. Amandia, Minneapolis 
Vizanko, Anna E., Virginia 
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Voss, Elma Mattie, Bellingham 
Wade, Mildred, Two Harbors 
Wagner, Anna C., St. Cloud 
Wagner, Daphne, St. Paul 
Ward, Madge Beatrice, Royalton 
Warner, Bess., What Cheer, Iowa 
Warner, Mildred F., Crookston 
Washburn, Marion, St. Cloud 
Watson, Hazel Janette, Clarissa 
Weber, Florence, Minneapolis 
Weisman, Veronica, Rockville 
Wenner, Martha T., Richmond 
Werner, Ebba Marie, Lindstrom 
Westcott, Blanche Ailene, St. Cloud 
Westlund, Elizabeth Estelle, Rush 
City 
Westrom, Hilda, Two Harbors 
W eymann, Lucy E., Melrose 
Whalen, Alice V., Stephen 
v\7heeler, Lillian Almira, Lincoln 
\Vhitney, Harriet C., Anoka 
Wildes, May V., Hibbing 
\Villiamson, Bessie C., St. Cloud 
Witham, Edith Virginia, Pine River 
Wood, Lena M., Staples 
Wylie, N ita, Sauk Rapids 
Young, Edith Alberta, St. Paul 
Zeman, Martha A., Montrose 
Zetterberg, Edna E., McIntosh 
Ziller, Josephine M ., St. Cloud 
Five Year Course 
Anderson, Mabel E., St. Cloud 
Andrew, Nellie M., Lowry 
Boos, Edna M., St. Cloud 
Braddock, Genevieve G., Minneapolis 
Bremer, Frederica, Waverly 
Burns, Agnes K ., Sauk Rapids 
Campbell, Irene G., Randall 
Clary, Gladys F., Holloway 
Corwin, Goldie E., Britt, Iowa 
Daby, Frances A., Hanley Falls ' 
Dahl, Julia, St. Cloud 
Ganskop, Margaretha L. , Sauk Rapids 
Harris, Margaret E., St. Cloud 
Haubrich, Clare Cecelia, Danube 
Hollander, LeRoy E., St. Cloud 
Jennison, Violet, South Haven 
J chanson, Marie A., St. Cloud 
Kiekow, William, . Sauk Rapids 
Knott, Effie" Luella, Raymond 
Kravig, Valborg A., Renville · 
Laughlin, Loretta A., DeGraff 
Lindquist, Katherine L., Staples 
Maybury, Mary, St. Cloud 
Miller, Esther M., Waubun 
Nankiwell, James E., Becker 
Nenejanian, Pavagon, Dorchester, 
Mass. 
Parent, Josephine A., Parent 
Price, Mildred, Onamia 
Secord, Hazel D., St. Cloud 
Slattengren, Alida 0. E ., Lindstrom 
Smart, Mable Ellen, St. Cloud 
Swenson, Ve lma G., St. Cloud 
Whitcomb, Ethel G. , Hancock 
W illiams, Dan., St. Cloud 
Five Year Course 
Third Year Class 
Agather, Elizabeth, Sauk Rapids 
Aldrich, Hazel D., Parkers Prairie 
Amundson, Alice, Becker 
Amundson, Jennie, Becker 
Bacon, Ruby E., Burtrum 
Beck, Madge M., Verndale 
Boos, Helen M., St. Cloud 
Calhoun, Pauline M., Randall 
Calhoun, Rosalie F., Randall 
Calhoun, Sara M., Randall 
Clarquist, Edna M., Hoffman 
Dahl, Anna C. , Becker 
Dinsmore, Lillian M., Underwood 
Dunnewold, John, St. Cloud 
Ekblad, Ruth S., Forest Lake 
Foster, Arthur C., Mizpah 
Freeberg, Enoch, St. Cloud 
Gasser, Anna, St. Cloud 
Gasser, Grace K., St. Cloud 
Henderson, Alice M., Nisswa 
Henderson, Jane, Nisswa 
Higgins, Laura C. , Clearwater 
Hilder, Mollie E., St. Cloud 
Hilger, Elizabeth C., Roscoe 
Hoyt, Margaret Jean, St. Cloud 
Jacobson, Edla Maria, Alexandria 
Johnson, Ardie E., Clear Lake 
Johnson, Esther T. , Forest Lake 
Johnson, Jennie M., Pequot 
Kaufman, Frances Marie, Watkins 
Kravig, Eleanor Selina, Renville 
Kravig, Herben, Renville · 
Lahr, Hildegarde C., St. Cloud 
Liljedahl, Mabel, St. Cloud 
Maehren, Verena E ., St. Cloud 
Maus, Mary A., Watkins 
Meyer, Caroline A., St. Cloud. 
Miller, Leo M., Regal 
Moll, Ida M., Parkers Prairie 
Moser, Henry M., Eden Vall ey 
' Nelson, Flossie L., Newport 
Nelson, Lillian T .. Ogilvie 
Nolan, Inez M., Waite Park 
Odegard, O lga, Princeton 
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Parent, Isabel M., Parent 
Parmeter, Viva, Bannock 
Peterson, Emily E., Parkers Prairie 
Pramann, Frederick W., South Haven 
Ranstedt, Mabel, Hoffman 
Rauch, Marie A., Genola 
Roettger, Mary K., Richmond 
Schiedinger, Henry A., St. Cloud 
Scholz, Aloysius, Belgrade 
Senti, Henrietta, Browerville 
Smithson, Flossie, New London 
Sparrow, Rena Mae, Rice 
Spickerman, Elna Fay, Becker 
Stangl, Hubert, Pierz 
Trezwik, Genevieve, St. Cloud 
Von Scheele, Elice, Afognak, Alaska 
Walker, Bertha Ruth, Princeton 
\Varner, Jacoba, Perham 
Whitaker, Beryl, Rockville 
Wikman, Mrs. Lillian M., St. Cloud 
Wille, Bertha D., Osseo 
Woodward, Ruth, Minneapolis 
Five Year Course 
Second Year Class 
Adelmann, Frances J., Foley 
Anderson, Anna, Randall 
Anderson, Mabel A., Chisago City 
Apmann, Irene, St. Cloud 
Backlund, Emma B., Pipestone 
Bakken, J eonie, Pequot 
Barnes, Lura D., Motley 
Barrett, Mary, Peever, S. D. 
Beto, Margaret M., Randall 
Boldan, Marvel G., Clearwater 
Bratt, Hulda E., South St. Paul 
Bromenschenkel, Norbert, St. Cloud 
Butler, Ethel A., Ronneby 
Callahan, Verna M., Royalton 
Cassady. Anna, Eden Valley 
Cook, Mrs. Cora A. , Brainerd 
Deering, Pearl H., St. Cloud 
Donoghue, Lucie A., Marshall 
Donovan, Katherine E., Foley 
Douris, Johannah M ., St. Cloud 
Dreis, Rose M., St. Cloud 
Duhin, Loretta, Ronneby 
Duhin, M. Delia, Ronneby 
Dwyer, Lauretta. Clear Lake 
Dzieweczynski , Johanna, Avon 
Edes, Ethel F., Parkers Prairie 
Edwards, Inez Belle, Little Falls 
E ge rman, Elizabeth, Richmond 
Elliott, Lila Mae, St. Cloud 
Elliott, Vera V., St. Cloud 
Fahrwald, Eleanora E., Tamarac 
Haehn , Henry B., Roscoe 
Halliday, Alice Dorothy, St. Cloud 
Halliday, Hypatia Ruth, St. Cloud 
Hansen, Helen A., Kimball 
Hennes, Theresa C., St. Cloud 
Henry, Jeanette M .. Foley 
H esch, Clara H ., Pierz 
Hilger, Hildegard V .. Roscoe 
Hockert, Alma, St. Joseph 
Hockert, Magdalen, Avon 
Huss , Crescentia M., Cold Spring 
Inman, Myrtle , Eden Valley 
Johnson, Anna E., Milaca 
Johnson, Lillian Rebecca, Holding-
ford 
King, Jennie Eileen, St. Cloud 
Kluck, Evelyn, Stevens Point, Wis. 
Korn, Alice M., Clara City 
Korn, Lydia R., Clara City 
Lahr, Louise, St. Cloud 
Latterell, Ida P., Foley ' 
Latterell, N ethaline, Foley 
McCann, Anna Mary, St. Cloud 
McCormick, Elizabeth Dolores, St. 
Cloud 
Maus, John A., Watkins 
Mitchell, Charlotte J., Monticello 
Mitchell. Helen M., St. Cloud 
Mix, Elsie Amelia, St. Cloud 
Mockenhaupt, Theresa, St. Cloud 
Momberg, Rose Marie, Rice 
Mondloch, J ohn B., Freeport 
Morgan, Mabel E., Warroad 
Mousley, Mildred Catherine, Thief 
River Falls 
Murphy, Catherine A., Clearwater 
Nelson, Lillie E ., Copas 
Ness, Eunice C., ·st. Cloud 
O'Connor, May Elizabeth C., Eden 
Valley 
Olson, Edla C., Randall 
Oravetz, Irene, St. Cloud 
Parmeter, Dean D., Bannock 
Parmeter, Iris, Bannock 
Pflepson, Mary Anna, Cold Spring 
Pinch, Lillian Verona, Eden Valley 
Platten, Bertha B., Sebeka 
Poepke, Alfred H., St. Cloud 
Putnam, Carrie D., Battle Lake 
Rassier, Helen C., St. Joseph 
Rassier, Stella. St. Joseph 
Renebo, Elise T ., Belgrade 
Richardson, Cecilia E :, St. Cloud 
Roli ghed, Alma L., Appleton 
Rothstein , Catherine, Eden Valley 
Ruehle, Margaret Florence, South 
Haven 
Sargeant, Dorothy Theda, Long 
Prairie 
Sausser, Evelyn A., Princeton 
Schroeder, Celia. Richmond 
Skeate, Gladys Edith. Litchfield 
Sorenson, Inger M., Becker 
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Stanger, Kate, St. Cloud 
Stanger, Mildred, St. Cloud 
Stangl, Edith G., St. Cloud 
Sullivan, Margaret Blanch, Randall 
Tipton, Lucille, Avon 
Tonnell, Dorothy Lucille, St. Cloud 
Tschumperlin, Barbara G., Richmond 
Vannurden, Isadora Grace, Watkins 
Walgoski, Helen, Royalton 
Witzman, Susan, Greenbush 
Wood, Iva H., Staples 
Zager, Grace, Sauk Center 
Five Year Course 
First Year Class 
Adams, Bessie, St. Cloud 
Adams, Ethelyn E., Brooten 
Ahles, Leona M., St. Cloud 
Anderson, Elvira A., Brainerd 
Anderson, Florence E., Kandiyohi 
Anderson, Karen M., Ronneby 
Arneson, Laura G., Ostlun 
Bakke, M. Helen, Ostlun 
Bakken, Oliver P., Pequot 
Barrett, Frances A., St. Cloud 
Bennett, Rosemary F., St. Cloud 
Bias, Elizabeth F., Holdingford 
Binnie, Isabelle, Sauk Rapids 
Blackburne, Gladys A., Fort Ripley 
Boldan, Phyllis A., Clearwater 
Bolier, Mrs. Margaret, Raymond ' 
Braaten, Selma C., Starbuck 
Brauch. Barbara Ethyl, St. Cloud 
Brennan, Mary C., Sauk Rapids 
Burns, Blanche Elizabeth, Sauk 
Rapids 
Campbell , Laura A., St. Cloud 
Collins, Nellie M., .Carlos 
Collins, Sarah J., ' Carlos 
Cook, Ruth Sylvia, Fort Ripley 
Cooper, John E. , St. Cloud 
Cross, Marion McMahon, Sauk Rapids 
Davie, Mary Rae, Long Prairie 
Davis, Lelith W., St. Cloud 
Dudley, Maybelle A ., St. Cloud 
Erickson. Mabel, Ronneby 
Everett, Grace Irene, Waubun 
Feierabend, Minna Ida, Grey Eagle 
Fick, Clara, Eden Valley 
Fiergolla, Julia Ann, Sauk Rapids 
Finseth, Karen D., Oslo 
Freed, Teddy, St. Cloud 
Ganzer, Mary, Richmond 
Gilmour, Mary McClure, Minneapolis 
Gilyard, Reuben. Clear Lake 
Gordon. Anna. Brainerd 
Gosswiller, Julia M .. Rice 
Gottwalt. Mary L. , Rice 
Gould, Marian Ella. St. Cloud 
Harris, Ruth F., St. Cloud 
Hart, Mildred C., St. Cloud 
Hartel, Edith V., St. Cloud 
Heisick, .Florence H., Bowlus 
Hudson, Iona Marjorie, St. Cloud 
Hughes, Julia Ellen, Scobey, Mont. 
Jen sen, Mary F., Verndale 
Johannes, Katherine Evelyn, Watkins 
Johnson, Esther, Hoffman 
Johnson, Harry F. , Holdingford 
Johnson, Ida L., Lindstrom 
Johnson, Isabel M., St. Cloud 
Johnson, Minnie M., Willmar 
Johnson, Ruth, Hinckley 
Johnson, Syver E., Osakis 
Jost, Mary, St. Joseph 
Keller, Florence, St. Cloud 
Kiloran, Katherine Mary, St. Cloud 
Kirkwold, Harriet J ., Starbuck 
Kmitch, Mary F., Gilman 
Knapp, Hazel I., Villard 
' Koshiol, Rose, Freeport 
Krebs, Elizabeth, Albany · 
Kutzmann, E lizabeth M., Avon 
Ladner, Marian J. , St. Cloud 
Larson, Wofford V., St. Cloud 
Lichtenberger, Saidee E., Foxhome 
Lindholm, Mathilda, Milaca 
Luther, Leah Mildred, St. Cloud 
McManus, Anna, Rogers 
McQueen, Mary Jane, St. Cloud 
Mace, Margaret G. V., Sauk Rapids 
Marshall , Anna, St. Joseph 
Martin, Mabel · R., Pillager 
Martin, Marie Eva, St. Cloud 
Michels , Evelyn A., St. Cloud 
Mockenhaupt, Clara T., St. Cloud 
Moengen, Anna, Mahnomen 
Monn, Anna, Freeport 
Murn, Frances, Parent 
Neils, E leanor, Sauk Rapids 
Neils. Verona Lydia, Sauk Rapids 
Nelson, Ruth Irene, Oak Park 
Nistler, Rosalia, Eden Valley 
Okerman. Dora Helen, St. Cloud Grefe, Rebecca A., Ottertail 
Gulde, Leona M., St. Cloud 
Hagen, Rosa Margretta. Motley 
Hanscom. Louise, St. Cloud 
Hanson, Ella, Madison 
Hanson, Pernina W .. Staples 
, Parent, F lorence, Parent 
Parent, Kate E., Parent 
Pau, Ruth, Malacca, Asia 
Pentin, Ruth E ., Brainerd 
Harris, Harriet M .. Fort Ripley 
Harris, Katherine P,almer, St. Cloud 
Perlowski, Theodore, Sauk Rapids 
Peterson, Agnes Elydia, Pilla ger 
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Peterson, Helene Frances, .S, au \c 
Rapids 
Pietz, Nora I., Pillager 
Prager, Rose, Albany 
Price, Kathryn Helen; Avon 
Quam, Constance, Evansville 
Quillen, Edith G., Ramey 
Rassier, Dorothy, St. Joseph 
Richardson, Irene, St. Cloud 
Roche, Ethel Mary, Avon 
Roche, Hazel Kathryn , Avon 
Rogers, Carrie, Pillager 
Ross, Orpha M., Princeton 
Saller, Helen, St. Cloud 
Sanger, Julia A., Staples 
Sather, Mary, Paynesville 
Schaefer, Lucille, St. Cloud 
Schellin, Gertrude , Dykeman 
Schladweil~r, Helen L., Madison 
Schmid, E. Ida, Sauk Center 
Schmitt, Clarence John , St. Cloud 
Schwinghamer, Rose, Langdon, N. D . 
Sc?field, George Elias, Verndale 
Sigloh, Flora Violet, St. Cloud 
Sjoquist, Jeanette E., St. Paul 
Smart, Hazle Viola, Ramey 
Smith, Myra Voorhees, St. Cloud 
Sparks, Frances Joyce, Riverton 
Steeves, Erma A., Princeton 
Thies, Nora L., Staples 
Thorson, Minnie M., Wadena 
Tierney, Mary A ., Anoka 
Tracy, Helen M., Elk River 
Trampe, Marie L ., Swanville 
Urbach, Nellie E., Vergas 
Virnig, Rose, Pierz 
Vos, Winifred M., Holdingford 
\ Vaite, Agnes, St. Cloud 
Walling, Prescott H ., Wealthwood 
W eyrens, Elfrieda, St. Cloud 
Whiteley, Celia M. G., Sauk Rapids 
Whitten, Jessie A., Deerwood 
Wood, Irene M., Staples 
Zeis, Mella, St. Cloud 
Zenner, Anna M., Watkins 
Zniewski, Helene, Sauk Rapids 
50 STATE NORMAL SCHOOL 
1917-1918 
Minnesota Counties Represented 
Girls 
Aitkin . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 7 
Anoka . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 9 
Becker . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 
Beltrami ............ ·. . . . . . 1 
Benton ... .. . ............. SO· 
Big Stone . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6 
Brown . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 
Carver . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 9 
Cass ... ..... ...... ..... .. 12 
Chippewa .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
Chisago .. . ......... .... .. 13 
Cook . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 
Crow Wing . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 38 
Dakota . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 9 
Douglas .. . .. ... ...... .. .. 13 
Grant . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 7 
Hennepin . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 47 
Hubbard . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 9 
Isanti . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4 
Itasca . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
Jackson .. ... .. .. . . .... . . . 
Kanabec . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5 
Kandiyohi .. ......... .. ... 20 
Kittson . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
Koochiching .... · .. ·. . . . . . . . 6 
Lac qui Parle . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4 
Lake . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6 
Lincoln . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 
Lyon . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 7 
McLeod . ......... .. .... . . 10 
Mahnomen .......... ,. . . . . 3 
Marshall . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5 
Martin . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 
Meeker ................... 18 
Mille Lacs ... .. ........... 19 
Morrison . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 42 
Nobles . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 
Otter Tail . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . 22 
Pennington . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
Pine ...... . .. .. . ..... .. .. . 6 
Pipestone . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 














Pope . .. . .. ............ . . . 13 
Ramsey .. .. . . . .... . ...... .Zl 
Red Lake . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 
Redwood . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 
Renville . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 11 
Rice . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
Roseau . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4 
St. Louis . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 17 
Scott .... . .. ... ,. . . . . . . . . . 1 
Sherburne . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 33 
Sibley . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 
Stearns .............. . .... 214 
Stevens . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 10 
Swift . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 7 
Todd ....... ........ ...... 26 
Wadena . .. ......... . .. . .. 9 
Washington ... . . . .. .. .. . . 14 
Wilkin . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 
Wright ...... . . .. .... . .... 26 
Yellow Medicine . . . . . . . . . 8 
Other States. 
California . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 
Iowa . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5 
Massachusetts . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 
Michigan . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 
Montana . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
New Hampshire . . . . . . . . . . 1 
New York . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 










South Dakota . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 1 
Wisconsin . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4 
Other Countries. 
Alaska . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 
Straits Settlements (Asia). 1 
910 75 
Grand Total ................. . 985 
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Summary of Enrollment 
( Including the Summer T erm of 1917) 
Normal Department 
Two-year Course 
Senior Class ... . ... ... . . .. .. .. ..... ... . ..... . . . . . .... .... .. 247 
Junior Class ...... .. .. .... . ...... .. . ... . .. .... . . ... ... ... .. 336 
Five-year Course 
Senior Class . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 43 
Junior Class .. .. ... _ . . . . . . ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 34 
Third Year Class. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 66 
Second Year Class . . . ...... . .... . ... . . . . .. ....... .. . ..... . . 100 
First Year Class . ... ... .... : .............. . . . ........ . ... .. 147 
Three-year Course (for advanced g raduates) ..... . ....... .... .. . 61 
Special stud en ts . ... .. ... ..... . . . ............ .. . ......... .. ... . 
Counted twice .. . .. . ........ ... . ... . . . . ........ ... .. . ..... .. .. . 
Total numb er of boys enrolled. ... . . . .. . .. .. . . ..... .. ... .. . . . .. 75 
Total number of g irls enrolled. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 910 
D iplom as awarded . ............. . .. ... ... .. ... .... . . . . .. ...... 161 
Training Department. 
Eighth Grade . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 13 
Seventh Grade . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 23 
Sixth Grade . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 23 
Fifth Grade . . . . . . . . . . . . ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 21 
Fourth Grade . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 9 
Third Grade . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 24 
Second Grade . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 10 
Fi rst Grade ..... . ... .......... .. ... ......... . .. . ... . '. . . . . . . . . 37 
Kindergarten . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 28 










Total in training department.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1188 
/ 

